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Abstract 
The hydrodynainics in bubble plumes has long been analyzed via one-dimensional (ID) models. 
The theory on which those models rest has been developed as a natural extension of the theory 
for pure, single-phase thermal plumes. 
In aeration bubble plumes, beyond the hydrodynamics per se, it is the possibility of quantifying 
the gas hold-up related to the plume what really matters. In this regard, in the authors' opinion, 
the most complete and comprehensive output from previous modeling efTorts is that presented by 
Wiiest , Brooks and Imboden (Water Resources Research, 28 (12), 3235-3250, 1992). This model 
includes mass-transfer processes within the plume, ancl a detailed follow-up of the bubble racli~~s. 
Other interesting features of the model are given by the specification of a source of finite dimensions 
(as opposed to mathematical point sources in previous models), and the fact of computing the 
actual plume density to be used in the balance equations for mass and momentum fluxes. 
In this report, 1D models for bubble plumes are first revisited. Second, the Wuest et  al. model 
(hereinafter the WBI model) is analyzed in detail and, then, it is slightly extended to account 
for the presence of Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD). Model predictions are compared to 
field and laboratory observations. This comparison demonstrates that the inclusion of inass- 
transfer processes in the model implies an improvement in the prediction of the hydrodynamics 
of the plume. A sensitivity analysis or" model predictions to  variations of the initial bubble size is 
additionally presented. 
A theoretical derivation demonstrates that the WBI model can follow completely from two-fluid 
models under reasonable hypotheses. This means that,  instead of presenting the model as an 
extension of single-phase models, it is obtained from the general multicomponent fluids theory. 
Parameters currently used in multiphase flows to assess the intensity of the inertia ofthe dispersed 
phase (the bubbles) and the action of gravity are determined from the numerical ID solutions. 
The issue related to the assumption of "top-hat" distributions for the variables of the model is 
cliscussed in detail in the present report. It is showed that the basic equations of the WBI model 
are also compatible with a Gaussian distribution, obtaining the same expressions of the original 
formulatioil. 
The efficiency of the system is redefined in order to take into account the nature of the application 
to  aeration bubble plumes. 
Finally, the versatility of these models for the study of aereation bubble plumes is highlighted in 
this report, via the use of the model to design aeration systems in large combined-sewer-overflow 
(CSO)reservoirs. 
Keywords: Multiphase flows, two-phase flows, bubble plumes, integral models, two-fluid q u a -  
tions 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 	 Framework for the present research, approach to re-
search, and purpose of this report 
Combined systems (CS) were the most commonly employed technique to deal with the transport 
and disposal of raw sewage and rainy waters in American cities until 1920 (Thackston and Murr, 
1999 [48]). Today, there are still 1100 of them in the United States (Masters, 1997 [30]). During 
low flows, those systems carry primarily raw sewage at a relatively elevated concentration, whereas 
the addition of rainy waters dilutes that load. The combined effluent is thus transported towards 
wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) . 
CS have an inherent probiem during notable, big storms, when they end up carrying more water 
than the WWTP can handle, thus generating combined sewer overflows (CSO). During these 
events, the combined liquid is diverted from the WWTP to neighboring water bodies, originating 
a local problem of pollution. 
Rejervoir PIan, "L - T T-:' Lo-. q- -:-"'-'-- n---- -4' 0 - w -As partof the Chicago:&E(j Tiinfie; Lllt: u 111 L G U  rJ Ldbt:rY ~ l l l l y  L J u 1 p r Y  U l  Llllglllt;t;lr3 
(USACE) plans to  build several reservoirs in the Chicago Metropolitan Area, to  store CSO usually 
diverted to the neighboring waterways during big floods. The idea is that the effluent storaged in 
these reservoirs can be later treated at the usual rate of the Stickney WWTP, once the storm has 
ended. 
Figure 1 presents a map with the locations of all the reservoirs in the Chicago area (those under 
current operation and those under project). The reservoirs under design are those of McCook and 
Thornton, highlighted on the map. 
One of the risks related to  this effluent storage is that the liquid could become depleted in oxygen 
during the stay within the reservoir, producing consecluently bad odors. To prevent the combined 
sewage in the reservoirs from becoming anoxic, a system of bubble plumes is being designed. The 
main target is the incorporation of air to the system, but mixing could be a goal to achieve for 
lower levels in the reservoir. Other alternatives, like jets with air or a combination of systems, are 
also under analysis. 
It is within the framework of this project that the USACE contracted the Ven Te Chow Hydrosys- 
tems Laboratory (VrTCHL)of the University of Iiiinois a t  Urbana-Champaign to undertake a 
series of experimental and numerical tasks to help in the final design of the above system. Profs. 
Marcelo H. Garcia and Chris R. Rehn~ann serve as Principal Investigators for this agreement. 
The approach followed at  the VTCHL is based on the idea that only the interaction between 
laboratory and field measurements and multidimensional numerical modeling provides a thorough 
understanding of the physics behind bubble plumes. It follows immediately that a comprehensive 
accounting of the physics involved in the phenomenon is beneficial for a satisfactory design of the 
reservoirs. Numerical models help to locate measurement devices in the measuring tanks for a 
better definition of interest zones; conversely, better measurements help in the improvement of 
numerical predictions. 
This report refers to one of the activities included in the project DACW 42-00-P-0396, related to 
the following tasks: 
m Modification of an existing tank for bubble-plume generation and stratification; 
e development of experiments on the effect of coarse bubble diffusers on settling and mixing 
of CSO solids (stratified conditions secondary), and 
comparison of a IDmodel for bubble plumes based on that developed by Wiiest et al. (1992) 
with laboratory results. 
Th e  present report refers t o  the  activities included in the third task.  
1.2 Background 
Air-bubble plumes have numerous technological applications, such as pneumatic breakwaters, 
antifreeze devices, silt curtains, barriers to  contain density intrusions or oil spills, and lake de- 
stratification, just to mention only a few [4, 7, 14, 46, 391. Also, bubble plumes have been used 
for aeration purposes since the early years of the XX century [36]. 
As pointed out by Tekeli and Maxwell (1978) [47], with the exception of the applications related to 
aeration, the presence of bubbles has not been instrumental. Rather, in those cases, the important 
factor has been the induced currents. For instance, Taylor [46]presented in 1955 a study of the 
action of bubble plumes as a breakwater, in which the plume was characterized only by its effect, 
i.e., by a velocity attached to the free surface. 
Within the aeration group, the present research deals with the use of bubble plumes in large, deep 
reservoirs with biochemically active liquid. As said, storing large amounts of CSO in open-sky 
containers originates the need for keeping that effluent oxygenated, in order to prevent bad odors 
associated to potential anoxic conditions. Based on this application, numerical tools for bubble 
plumes in which mass-transfer processes are accounted for explicitly are of major importance for 
design. 
One-dimensional ( ID),  transversally-integrated models (frequently referred to as integral models) 
have been the most widely-employed technique to compute the main hydrodynamic features of 
bubble plumes. Several authors have presented numerical solutions out of them. These models 
have showed to be well-formulated from the mathematical point of view, and the codes have been 
comput ationally robust and efficient. 
In this turn of a century, with the present computational power, it might seem fruitless to devote 
time to  ID  models. However, the knowledge of the basic physics behind the phenomena of aeration 
bubble plumes is far from being completely understood. Thus, 1D models become a very useful tool 
to  test the performance of new theoretical models for different aspects of the involved phenomena, 
such as innovative approaches for bubble breakup and coalescence, or for assessing the influence 
of suspended sediment on turbulence. Once tested in ID, the most successful models could be 
introduced in multidimensional codes, such as the one proposed by Buscaglia et al., 2001a 181,also 
developed as a non-required task for this project (see Appendix 1). 
The aim of this report is to  revisit ID  models for bubble plumes, in light of multicomponent fluids 
theory and in the context of the design of aeration devices for CSO reservoirs. In particular, the 
model by Wiiest et al. (1992) [56]is analyzed in detail and complemented herein. 
Chapter 2 
Literature review 
2.1 	1D theoretical and numerical models for bubble 
plumes 
1D models for bubble plumes have a rich and interesting history in the second half of the XX 
century. In this section, those models are reviewed. 
The roots of bubble-plume models can be traced back to the work by hiIorton et  al. (1956) [35] for 
pure, point-source, single-phase thermal plumes. The driving force of those plumes is the buoyancy 
generated by the injection of fluid of lower density (for example, heated air) into another fluid 
(air a t  ambient temperature). Morton e t  al. introduced the hypothesis of entrainment in their 
analysis, together with the self-similarity of the profiles of velocity and mean buoyancy force in 
height; they also assumed that local variations of density in the field of motion were small in 
comparison with a chosen reference of density. The entrainment hypothesis states that the "rate 
of entrainment at the edge of the plume or cloud is proportional to  some characteristic velocity a t  
that height" and had been previously proposed by Taylor in a wartime report (Turner, 1986 [53]); 
the coefficient of proportionality is the "entrainment coefficient" , a. The self-similarity hypothesis 
assumes that the aforementioned profiles of velocity and buoyancy force "in horizontal sections are 
of similar form at  all heights" (Morton e t  al. (1956) [35]). The unknowns of the model consisted 
in the vertical velocity of the plume, w,,its "horizontal extent", b,, and the density deficiency. To 
obtain those unknowns, Morton e t  al. stated and applied the principles of conservation of mass, 
momentum and density deficiency, and solved them for cases of uniform and stratified ambient 
conditions. They obtained distributions for the above variables in the vertical which compared 
favorably with measurements. It is worth pointing out that this model follows naturally from the 
Navier-Stokes Equations. The details of the derivation of Morton et a,l.'s model starting from the 
general Navier-Stokes Equations can be found in Abraham, 1972 [I]and in Garcia (1996) [19]. 
The equations of Morton et al.'s model read: 
e 1114ass balance: 
Momentum balance: 
Density deficiency balance 
where p, po and pl refer to the densities inside and outside the plume, and to a reference density, 
respectively. In turn, g indicates the acceleration of gravity, cvth is the "top-hat" entrainment 
coefficient and z denotes the vertical coordinate. b, and w, are "top-hat" magnitudes. 
Taylor (1955) [46]was the first to mention the similarities between pure, single-phase plumes 
and bubble plumes ([14]). Taylor noted that the similarity held if the bubbles were so small that 
there was a negligible relative velocity between them and the water. Ditmars and Cederwall 
([14]) relaxed that condition assuming that a finite, constant relative velocity existed between the 
two phases. They extended Morton et al.'s model to handle the two-phase flow, also employing 
the hypotheses of entrainment and self-similarity for the gross plume velocity and the density 
deficiency. Gaussian distributions for these two variables were assumed. Ditmars and Cederwall 
correctly introduced a parameter, A, indicating that bubbles (i.e., the buoyancy) remain in a core 
of the plume, whereas their momentum can be felt beyond that region. Their moclel consisted in 
the equations describing the evolution in the vertical of the volume flux and the momentum flux 
(per unit of density). The unknowns in this model were the centerline gross plume velocity, Urn, 
and the "characteristic" lateral dimension of the plume, b,; the density deficiency was expressed as 
a function of Urnand b, via an equation for the conservation of the buoyancy flux, combined with 
the condition of air compressibility. No mass transfer between the bubbles and the surrounding 
fluid was allowed in the model, which only took into account the conipressibility of air. This 
means that the mass flow rate of air within the plume was kept constant in the analysis. Ditmars 
and Cederwall finally tested their model with data collected by Kobus [23] in 1968, obtaining a 
satisfactory agreement. Regrettably, that agreement came at the price of having used an extremely 
low value of the aforementioned spread ratio of buoyancy to momentum, A, estimated by Ditmars 
and Cederwall in 0.2. In fact, this is against values reported in other studies (0.5 to 0.7 according 
Telteli and Maxwell (1978) [47], 0.6-0.65 obtained by Fannelop and Sjoen (1980) [17], and 0.8 from 
Milgrarn and van Houten (1982) [33]). The equations of Ditmars and Cederwall's model read: 
e Mass balance: 
d (rb: Urn) 
= 2 a nb,Urnd x  

h4omentum balance: 
with h referring to  the water depth and h, to the atmospheric pressure head; w,indicates the 
bubble slip velocity whereas Q, is the airflow rate at atmospheric pressure. This pair of equations 
predicts quasi-linear profiles of plume widths in the vertical and decreasing plume velocities. 
It is worth pointing out that Kobus' model from 1968 differs conceptually from what i t  is commonly 
considered as the standard approach of bubble plume models. It suffices to indicate herein that his 
highly empirical theory was based on the assumption that the absolute rate of rise of the bubble 
stream is independent of depth (Fannelop and Sjoen, 1980 [17]). 
Tekeli and Maxwell (1978) [47], in a pioneering work, integrated in a horizontal plane the mass and 
momentum (vertical component) balance ecluations for the air-water mixture, and decomposed the 
resulting expressions into contributions from the water and air phases. This can be considered as 
the first attempt to obtain the 1D model equations from a two-phase approach. The final model 
comprised ID balance equations for mass and momentum in terms of the water velocity and the 
plume width which, for dilute air concentrations (i.e., for centerline voids ratios lower than 2 %), 
yielded Ditmars and Cederwall's model. These authors then performed numerical computations 
that were compared to  their own measurements, obtaining a satisfactory agreement. 
McDougall (1978) [31] accounted for cases with ambient stratification. He extended Ditmars and 
Cederwall's model to  simulate cases of separation of the two phases (also called "detrainment"), 
in which the entrained fluid spreads horizontally at a "trapping height" (i-e., a t  its own density 
level) whereas bubbles continue rising. This effect is due to the fact that bubbles can no longer 
lift the  entrained dense fluid. McDougall proposed a double-plume theoretical model, consist- 
ing in a core that moves upstream, separately from an outer ring composed by entrained fluid 
that evolves in the intrusion layer. His mathematical model included an equation concerning the 
balance for the buoyancy flux in terms of the local buoyancy frequency. With this model, Mc- 
Dougall obtained a satisfactory agreement with experiments showing a double-plume structure, 
regarding the intrusion-layer heights. However, the model became unstable when the outer plume 
transitioned to the intrusion flow. He additionally introduced two parameters characterizing the 
strength of the source and the influence of the stratification, widely accepted and used in the 
foregoing papers, as follows: 
Strength of the source 
Influence of the stratification 
where p, is the atinospheric pressure, p, represents the reference water density, II = h + h , ,  and, 
finally, NBVis the buoyancy frequency (also called Brunt-Vaisala frequency). 
Goosens (1979) [21] (also, Chesters et al., 1980 [13]) presented a model with a two-phase flow 
approach. Equations for the mass and momentum balances, in which the air compressibility was 
accounted for, constitute the model. The model reduces to Ditmars and Cederwall's model when 
the plume is dilute. Model predictions were compared to measurements, in terms of the mass 
and momentum fluxes, obtaining satisfactory results. Additionally, an experimental assessment of 
the influence of turbulence was presented. It was found that the ratio between the time-averaged 
momentum flux and the total momentum flux can be as low as 40 %, which was attributed to a 
large contribution to the momentum flux from velocity fluctuations associated with the bubbles. 
Fannelop and Sjoen (1980) 1171 also attempted to follow a two-phase flow approach, using a more 
rigorous version of the mixture velocity. They finally obtained a model similar to Ditmars and 
Cederwall's counterpart, and set up two versions of it,  differing in the "top-hat" and Gaussian 
assumptions for the profiles of the main variables, i.e., the mixture velocity, w,, and plume width, 
b,. The difference between Fannelop and Sjoen's (1980) and Ditmars and Cederwall's models is 
given by the ratio (w,+w,)/u), (w, indicates a "top-hat" mixture velocity in this last expression). 
They additionally performed a series of experiments with which they validated their model. The 
equations of Fannelop and Sjoen's model are: 
e Mass balance: 
Momentum baiance: 
d ( n b kwk )  2 940 (ha + h) 
d x  = A,, -w, (ha + h - 4 
where qo denotes the initial volume flux and Xth  is the top-hat buoyancy to momentum ratio. 
Milgram and van Houten (1982) [33] and Milgram (1983) [32] carefully accounted for the separated 
contributions from air and water to the volume and momentum fluxes and the buoyancy per unit 
height. Thus they obtained a model similar to that presented by Tekeli and Maxwell (1978), which 
also reduces to Ditmars and Cederwall's model for dilute air content in the plume. 
Milgram (1983) [32] analyzed previous sets of measurements, done by Topham (1975) [50], Fan- 
nelop and Sjoen (1980) [17], Milgram and van Houten (1982) [33], and added his own measure- 
ments. With them, he compared numerical predictions to  the observations, obtaining a satisfac- 
tory agreement. Milgram also presented the first stochastic model for the phenomenon of plume 
wandering. The equations of Milgram and van Houten's model, for dilute plumes, yield: 
a Mass balance: 
e Gas conservation: 
a Momentum balance: 
with li,, and b, refering to the centerline vertical water velocity and to the cha,racteristic plume 
width, respectively; pa and p, denote the densities of the water (ambient density) and of the gas, 
respectively; S is the centerline density deficiency; qy is the airflow rate a t  one atmosphere and y 
is the "amplification factor", which accounts for the contribution of turbulence in the transport of 
vertical momentum. It is worth mentioning that the above a differs from the top-hat counterpart, 
Zic and Stefan (1990) [57]implemented a 1D model whose mass- and momentum-balance equa- 
tions, and that accounting for the vertical evolution of the gas flux, are those of Milgram's model. 
In turn, McDougall's equation for the conservation of buoyancy was included. With this model, 
Zic and Stefan analyzed cases with stratification. 
Robertson et  al. (1991) [38] analyzed the interaction between neighboring plumes. They found 
that,  clue to plume interaction (which motivates a decrease of water entrainment), there is a 
reduction of the rate a t  which the centerline velocity decreases; simultaneously, the height of the 
plume rise increases. 
Schladow (1992) [39] also dedicated himself to study cases with stratification. Particularly, he was 
interested in numerically assessing the behavior of the plume for difl'erent values of McDougall's 
parameters, namely AirlM and ClW.He stated that those parameters completely co~ t r o l  the plume 
behavior, and that enforcing their values between model and prototype assures similitude. Accord- 
ing to him, the necessary length scale in both groupings is the absolute pressure head experienced 
by the bubbles. This issue is discussed in Bombardelli et al., 2001 [5]  (see Appendix 2) and 
in Buscaglia et al., 2001b [9]. Schladow investigated the influence of both parameters on the 
"mechanical efficiency" and the "mixing effectiveness." The latter was defined as a measure of 
the differences in potential energy of the water column after and before one day of operation of 
the bubble-plume system; the former was defined as the ratio between the difference of poten- 
tial energies after and before, divided by the isothermal work of compression. Schladow found 
that the concept of mixing effectiveness is more useful than the mechanical efficiency counterpart. 
Schladow then applied his model and concepts to  design an aeration system to destratify lalces 
(see Schladow, 1993 [40]). 
Asaeda and Imberger (1993) [3] put their efforts in correcting the aforementioned problems related 
to  the model of McDougall. To achieve this, they decoupled the separation process from the 
equations of motion. The model presents an inner core with lumped bubbles and fluid; when the 
momentum flux of this inner core approaches zero, a fraction of the entrained fluid is ejected. This 
ejected fluid flows downward and it is in turn allowed to interact with the inner core. 
Crounse (2000) (Socolofsky and Adams, 2001 [43]), improved Asaeda and Imberger's model with 
empirical results. Since the details of stratification are not that important in the present applica- 
tion of aeration bubble plumes, this model is not described in detail herein. 
So far, all the above models shared the following features: 
1. The bubble plume emanates from a point source 
2. The plume is assumed to  be isothermal 
3. No mass transfer between bubbles and water is allowed, which means that b~lbble radius 
only varies due to  air compressibility 
4. 	The relative velocity between air and water (bubble slip velocity) is taken as constant, 
without any relation to bubble size 
5. 	No balance equations for dissolved phases of gases (for instance, nitrogen and oxygen) are 
included. 
Only the model by Milgram and van Houten has considered the transport of momentum by 
turbulence. This contribution to the total momentum has been measured to be ecluivalent to 8 
percent of the total transport in single-phase plumes (George et  ol., 1977 [20]) but it could be 
much more important in bubble plumes under some circumstances (Goosens, 1979, Milgram and 
van Houten (1982), and Milgram (1983)). This issue will be discussed in detail in a future report. 
2.2 Laboratory and field measurements of bubble plumes 
Based on their nature, these 1D models need to be compared to  observations of isolated (also 
called "unconfined") bubble plumes. 
Measurements of bubble-plume properties have been carried out by several authors. A very large 
body of experimental works relates to metallurgical applications. However, those applications 
pertain to relatively small containers, where wall effects can not be neglected, and the hypothesis 
of "isolated plume" fails. This review will then focus on those measurements in which plumes can 
be consiclerecl as isolated. At the same time, since stratification effects are not of that important 
in the present application, the tests related to that phenomenon are not reviewed herein. 
Figures 2 show a compilation of top-hat plume velocities and widths to  be described below. 
Kobus (1968) [23] performed experiments in a 8-m wide, 280-m long and 4.7-m deep isothermal 
basin, where he measured velocities with an Ott  current meter. Water clepths of 4.5 and 2 111, and 
air orifices of 0.05 to  0.5 c l~ i  (5 x to 5 x m) in diameter, together with airflow rates up 
to 6,200 cm3/s (6.2 x m3/s) a t  atmospheric pressure, were used. In this basin, a row of 1-cm 
orifices spaced 7.5 cm was also tested (bubble curtain) with a water depth of 4.3 m. Additionally, 
bubble curtains were studied in a tank of 2 x 10 x 1m in which the diffusers were located 10 cm 
apart; the used airflow rates ranged to up to 10,000 cm3/s ( l ov2  m3/s). For each airflow rate, 
Kobus measured velocities in the centerline and obtained profiles of vertical velocity versus radial 
distance at  different heights. Each of these profiles was fitted with a Gaussian curve minimizing 
the errors between the curve and the measured data. Kobus found it necessary to average his 
observations over five-minute intervals because the flow was "subject to considerable fluctuations". 
Milgram (1983) [32] pointed out that not only turbulence but also plume wandering could have 
been the source of these fluctuations, and recommended being cautious with the data if that had 
been the case. He also correctly determined that Kobus' tests were subsonic only for airflow rates 
below 9 x m3/s. Kobus additionally undertook measurements of density by radioisotopes, 
from which he determined air-phase velocities. He performed an estimation of the value of the 
"analytical origin" of the bubble plume and determined that the centerline velocity varied with 
the air-supply volume flow rate to  the 1/4th power. 
Topham [50] (Milgram, 1983) [32] tested in 1975 the performance of air bubble plumes in Saanich 
Inlet, off Vancouver Island, using depths up to 60 m and airflow rates up to 0.66 m3/s at atmo- 
spheric pressure. Profiles of flow velocities versus radial distance were measured at  several heights 
via a horizontally suspended 12-m long beam, which supported 20 vertical current meters. Each 
measurement of velocity was averaged over 6 minutes. Milgram (1983) [32] commented that lateral 
motions of the beam caused by turbulence affected the observations but that, overall, Topham's 
measurements agreed well with his own measurements. 
Tekeli and Maxwell (1978) [47] carried out observations in two basins. The first one was a 4 
x 8 x 4 ft (1.22 x 2.44 x 1.22 m) plywood tank. For the final experiments, a 4-ft- (1.22-m-) 
deep vinyl-lined commercial pool, with a top surface area of 30 x 15 ft (9.14 x 4.57 m),  was 
assembled. Injectors, especially made in Plexiglas, with control over the size of the gas orifices, 
were employed. The diameter of the orifices varied from 1/16" to 1/8" (1.6 w to 3.2 x 
m). Airflow rates of the order of 6 x m3/s were used. Sandstone was also used as diRuser.. 
Bubble sizes and slip velocities, along with buoyancy and velocity distributions, were measured 
using hot-film anemometry. Also, turbulence statistics were computed, which constitutes the 
first contribution in this regard. Tekeli and Maxwell corroborated that gas-fraction distributions 
and bubble sizes are Gaussian and obtained values for the aforementioned ratio of lateral spread 
of voids to momentum (A) ranging from 0.5 to 0.7. Additionally, relations for scaling bubble 
curtains were developed. Another interesting result consisted in that turbulence intensity profiles 
a t  different heights showed similarity, which supplements the similarity properties of velocity and 
density deficit (Ditmars and Cederwall, 1974 [Id]). Tekeli and Maxwell also provided computations 
of the entrainment coefficient (the Gaussian version) between 0.069 and 0.087. 
Goossens (1979) 1211 performed experiments at different scales, in mixed and stratified conditions. 
The small-scale observations were undertaken in a cubic tank of 0.5 m of side with transparent 
walls. A round sintered glass plate (diameter equal to 2.6 cm) with pore diameter of 16 and 40 p 
was used as diffuser. The airflow rate was varied from 2.86 x to 8.58 x m3/s and depths 
of 0.28, 0.38 and 0.48 m were tested. The medium-scale experiments were developed in two tanks, 
one of them having a diameter of 2.5 112 and the other 4 112. Maximum depths of 1.25, 1.5, and 
1.75 m above the injector for the first tank, and 1.4, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 4.9 m for the second tank, 
were used. The injector was a round brass plate, 0.06 m in diameter. Airflow rates ranged from 
2.3 x to  9.2 x m3/s. Velocities were measured with Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA). 
Bubble velocities were measured with a probe with two-point electrodes. 
Goosens also presented measurements in the field, at the reservoir Petrusplaat, with airflow rates 
of 0.085, 0.17 and 0.13 m3/s. Goosens' experimental results agree well with findings by Kranenburg 
(1978) [24]. Data obtained consisted in vertical velocities as a function of radial distance at various 
depths. In the field studies, temperature profiles were measured at  various locations and different 
times after the start of the operation of the bubble system. 
Fannelop and Sjoen (1980) [17] conducted experiments in a non-stratified laboratory basin having 
a width of 10.5 m and a depth of 10 m; airflow rates up to 0.22 m3/s were tested. They measured 
the liquid velocity a t  various points and fitted the observed profiles by Gaussian curves. 
Milgram and van Houten (1982) [33] devel.oped experiments in a cylindrical tank having a diam- 
eter of 1.65 m and a height of 4 m. Air was injected via a pipe, 0.016 in in diameter, 0.09 m 
,L ,., C L ,  baun L,CC,,"ubt,ulll. ,,n,,C,,l, TL,,  afr;lagcd the velocities with minimum averaging times between 5~ D U V C  bllr; ~ l l ~ y  
and 15 minutes. They found that longer averaging misleads the process since the plume visits 
different places while wandering around. Milgram and van Houten measured velocities with a 
speed trasducer; also, they employed a momentum trasducer and a gas fraction probe. Profiles of 
flow speed, momentum flux and gas fraction were fitted by Gaussian curves. A special filtering 
technique was used in order to avoid the influence of the wandering of the plume. 
Milgram (1983) [32] performed measurements in Bugg Spring, a natural sinkhole in Florida. Ve- 
locity profiles were measured for a gas outlet depth of 50 in and airflow rates up to 0.59 my s .  
Radial velocity profiles were observed using a horizontal array of 36 vertical current meters con- 
figured as a cross. Each of the two arms of the cross was 12.9 112 long. This device allowed for 
the "quasi-simultaneous" measurement of velocities (at the rate of 1Hz) and the "instantaneous" 
determination of the plurne center, used later by Milgram to feed a stochastic nlodel of plume 
wandering. Milgram developed a correction for the velocities a t  the centerline to compensate 
wandering. Four measurement tests were presented by Milgram. Tests 3 and 4 present growth 
rates of plume widths in the vertical larger than what tests froin other authors had previously 
shown (see Figure 2(b)); Test 1 presents a break in the vertical profile. Therefore, Test 2 seems 
to be the measurement with more soundness. Notice that the observations from other authors are 
close to  Milgram's Test 2. 
Chapter 3 
Mathe 	 iiest et  a 
3.1 General description 
The WBI model (1992) [56] presents some interesting features which make its approach adequate 
for the application motivating this research. Besides the usual equations for the balances of mass 
and momentum, Wiiest et  al. added equations for the conservation of heat, mass of dissolved 
solids in the plume water and mass of dissolved and gaseous oxygen and nitrogen. The hypotheses 
involved in the model were as follows: 
I .  The variation of the effective mass density is important only in the gravity terms in the 
Navier-Stokes Equations (Boussinesq assumption) 
2. 	The mass density of the gas is negligible compared to that of water in the momentum 
equations 
3. 	Distributions across the plume are uniform (top hat) 
4. 	The plume radius bth fbr dissolved oxygen and nitrogen, dissolved solids, and temperature 
is equal to the radius of the top hat plume velocity, which is different to the counterpart of 
the gaseous oxygen and nitrogen (Ath bth ) 
5. 	Ambient currents are zero 
6. 	The plume is fully turbulent 
7. 	The turbulent transport of momentum and scalar quantities in the vertical direction is 
negligible compared to  the advective transport calculated from the mean flow 
8. The bubble 	source generates bubbles a t  a constant rate, uniformly distributed over the 
circular source area of radius X th  bO, where b0 indicates the initial plume radius 
9. Bubble coalescence or breakup are negligible 
10.  Bubbles are uniform in size 
11. Properties of the plume at  the diffuser are those of the reservoir a t  that depth 
12. Gas exchange between water and bubbles for gases other than oxygen and nitrogen is neg- 
ligible. 
Whereas hypotheses 1, 2, 6 and 12 are reasonable or hold strictly from the physical point of view, 
the rest needs to be admited as crude approximations, which is a consequence of the present 
ltnowledge about ID  theoretical models for bubble plumes. In fact, meanwhile hypotheses 3 to 
5 are "working" hypotheses, Milgram (1983) reported that the contribution from turbulence can 
be as high as 50 percent when the "phase-distribution number" (defined as the ratio between "a 
vertical lenghtscale of the plume motion" and a "characteristic distance between bubbles") is about 
250 (hypothesis 7). For even lower values, that percentage could be much larger. Additionally, 
it appears from observations of bubble plumes in laboratory conditions that bubbles are never 
distributed uniformly (hypothesis 8) and, moreover, they are not uniform in size (hypothesis 
10). Bubbles not only breakup and coalesce, but also change in shape, moving from spherical to 
elongated shapes (Tsuchiya et  al., 1996 [52]). In turn, hypothesis 11 is not that important and 
could be easily modified. Despite all these approximations, 1D models have shown to be very 
useful and accurate enough in many applications. 
After a variable transformation, the following eight ordinary differential equations constitute the 
WBI model: 
Mass balance of water: 
Momentum balance: 
d M  - (pa - ~ p )  m2 (Pa - lo) m2 
-
'Zh M +d x PP PP 
Heat balance: 
Balance of total dissolved solids (salinity): 
a Balance of dzssolved oxygen and nitrogen: 
t~ Balance of gaseous oxygen and nitrogen: 
where: m = 71- bZh wth is the volume flux of plume water; M = 71- bZh wZh refers to  the momentum 
flux of plume water per unit of density, wth represents the top-hat plume water velocity and bth 
is the top-hat plume radius; FT = rn Tthis the heat flux per unit of volume (see Fischer et al., 
1979 [18]),with Tthbeing the top-hat temperature of the water plume; Fs = m Sthp, is the 
mass flux of dissolved solids, with Sthbeing the top-hat dissolved solids concentration and p, is 
the density of the water plume without bubbles; Do = m (Cdo)th is the mass flux of dissolved 
oxygen, where ( C ~ O ) ~ ~  = (CdN)th is the is the top-hat concentration of dissolved oxygen; DN m 
mass flux of dissolved nitrogen, with equivalent meaning for the variables to  the case of oxygen; 
Go = T bZh A;, (wth + ws) (CO)th is the mass flux of gaseous oxygen, with (CO)th being the 
top-hat concentration of gaseous oxygen; G N  = T bbZh (wth + w s )  (CN) th  is the mass flux 
of gaseous nitrogen. 
In all the  above equations, lzmo and hmNare the gas transfer coefficients for molecular oxygen and 
nitrogen, respectively; KO and I<N are the molecular solubility constants for oxygen and nitrogen; 
po and p, are the partial pressures for oxygen and nitrogen; N stands for the rate of release 
of bubbles, rb is the bubble radius and x denotes the vertical coordinate, positive upwards from 
the diRuser. Also, the subscript "a" indicates ambient values. p, is the density of the air-water 
mixture. 
Closure relations were given by Wuest et al. (1992) as follows: 
1. 	Polynomials to calculate the density as a function of the local temperature and content of 
dissolved solids: 
e 	Ambient denxity 
where Tais expressed in "Cand Sais given in %o; pa is given in kg/m3. 
Water density 
For p,, the ambient magnitudes in (3.9) are replaced by the local, top-hat variables. 
a 	 Plume water density 
p, 	 is obtained from the local gas fraction arid ihe water plume density, as follows: 
with Vg representing the gas fraction. 
2. 	The ideal gas law: 
where p, is the total gas pressure and R is the universal gas constant (=8.314 J/moll°K). 
Partial pressures are obtained from pg from the well-known relations for mixtures (see for 
instance Durham, 1954 [16]).  
3. 	A schematization of the experimental data by Haberman and Morton (1954) [22], regarding 
the distribution of bubble-slip velocities as a function of bubble radius (see Figure 3 in this 
report). 
4. 	Gas transfer rates for oxygen according to Motarjemi and Jameson (1978) [34] (see Figure 
4); the gas transfer rate for nitrogen was adopted as the same as that pertaining to oxygen. 
5. 	Molecular solubilities of oxygen and nitrogen fitted from experiments by L4ar.shall (1976) 
[29](see Figure 5). 
3.2 Analysis of the model 
It is helpful to analyze in detail the nature of the equations used in the WBI model. 
Reviewing the above relations, it can be noticed that entrainment has been assumed as the key 
mechanism for the mass balances of water and of dissolved oxygen and nitrogen. Those compo- 
nents are being entrained by the incoming fluid to the plume: when lateral vortices incorporate 
irrotational fluid from outside (Townsend (1976) [51], Kundu (1990) [25]), they incorporate also 
dissolved fractions. For the dissolved phases of oxygen and nitrogen, there is also a contribution 
due to  the mass transfer from the gaseous phases. Entrainment of gaseous phases is assumed 
to be zero since the plume is considered isolated (there is no interaction among plumes). The 
mass-transfer term has been modeled via the well-known linear relation, which has been extended 
to "top-hat" magnitudes. 
The product I<ipi represents the saturation concentration for gas i ; the mass transfer has been 
modeled as a first order reaction. The larger the partial pressure is (which is larger a t  larger total 
pressure, i.e., close to the bottom), the larger the saturation concentration is and, therefore, it 
is likely to have a high transfer of oxygen and nitrogen from gaseous to dissolved phase close to 
the diffuser. Simultaneously, there is an expansion of the bubble volume due to the reduction in 
pressure with height. These mechanisms compete to define the evolution of the bubble radius in 
height. 
It is worth pointing out that the equation denoting the momentum balance inclucles two terms. 
In fact, the model makes the distinction between the contributions to the buoyancy coming from 
the air-water mixture (first term) and those coming from the bubble-free volume surrounding the 
bubble core. 
The set of equations pertains to a steady-state condition, reached some time after the air pump 
has been turned on. As such, the model can not provide any insight into the process of mixing 
generated by the plume in the surroundings. 
Wiiest e t  al. (1992) have adopted values for Xth and a t h  that remain constant throughout the 
depth. In turn, laboratory and experiments have showed that these coefficients vary in the vertical. 
The final unltnowns of the WBI model are the top-hat versions of the following variables: vertical 
velocity of the plume water (wth) ; the plume radius for velocity, dissolved gases, temperature and 
dissolved solids (bth); the temperature of plume water and bubbles (Tth);the total dissolved solids 
in plume water (Sth,ow);the concentration of dissolved oxygen ((CdO)th); the concentration of 
dissolvecl nitrogen ((CdN) th ) ;  the concentration of gaseous oxygen ((CO)th)and the concentration 
of gaseous nitrogen ((CN) th) .  
The set of equations constitutes an initial value problem (IVP), which means that, given some 
initial conditions, the solution depends only on those conditions and not on the conditions at  the 
free surface. 
The strong non-linearity of the equations make them difficult to be solved analytically; therefore, 
it is expedient and efficient to resort to numerical techniques. 
If the contribution of the term representing the transfer from gaseous to dissolvecl phase in Equa- 
tion (3.7) is integrated in the vertical, it is possible to obtain the to ta l  rate of t ransfer  of gas t o  
the  dissolved phase,  which,  convenient ly  divided by t h e  incoming  airf low rate,  yields the  a,eration 
e f i c i ency :  
E =  
Qair 
where O2and N2 represent the mass transfer rates of oxygen and nitrogen, respectively; pi refers 
to the molecular weight of gas i ,  pi is the density of gas i and Qai, indicates the airflow rate. 
This is a very useful parameter to  determine the success of any bubble-plume device, and it will be 
used later. At the same time, the gas hold-up,  defined as the total gas content within the plume, 
can be obtained from the model via integration in the vertical of the profiles of dissolved oxygen. 
Of course, similar values can be defined for the nitrogen. 
3.3 	 Addition of the influence of the Biochemical Oxygen 
Demand 
The WBI model, due to its structure, allows for the inclusion of other reactions and influences. 
At this stage, a slight extension, accounting for the presence of organic matter, is reported. In 
future versions of the model, suspended sediment and the action of turbulence will be added. 
Aquatic microbes metabolize organic matter present in combined-sewer overflows and, among 
other consequences, utilize dissolved oxygen in the process (EPA, 1985 [2]). This consumption 
of oxygen, expressed in grams or mols of oxygen, per unit of volume of mixture, is called the 
ijiochemicai Oxygen Demand (BOD), and it is a rough, giobai representation of the processes 
associated to  the presence of organic matter in a water body; also, it is usually adopted as a 
parameter defining its level of pollution. 
Two approaches can be used: 
First, a constant ambient value for the BOD, La, expressed in g/m3 can be adopted. The 
idea behind this is that the sewage has a quasi-uniform distribution of organic matter and 
this is little affected by the bubble plume. Since BOD is known to settle down (see Orlob, 
1983 [37]), this implies that turbulence and the convective flux of mixture compensate the 
tendency for settling; 
G+J 
 second, an equation can specifically be adopted to analyze the variation of BOD in the 
vertical. 
In both approaches, the consumption of oxygen is considered via an extra term in Equation (3.5), 
as follows (Chapra, 1997 [12]): 
where K1 is a reaction rate (expressed in time-' units), usually known as "deoxygenation rate 
coefficient" (Orlob, 1983 [37]) and L denotes either the ambient (approach 1)or the local (approach 
2) BOD concentration. The usual value for K1is about 0.3 l/day, as used in the River Cam 
case study (see Orlob, 1983 [37]). The rest of the equations remains unaffected by the presence of 
organic matter. However, it is still questionable if the constants involved in those equations are the 
same when dealing with sewage (most of the rates were obtained in "clear" waters). Unfortunately, 
there is no available information at  present and, for this time being, the clear-water rates are used 

herein. 

For the second approach, the BOD can be calculated as follows: 

where GBoD = wth L71 b$ indicates the flux of BOD and I(, is the "rate constant for BOD 

removal by sedimentation" (Orlob, 1983 [37]). 

It is worth mentioning that several models (some of them non-linear) to account for the oxygen 

consumption by organic matter have been presented (see, for instance, Thibault e t  al., 2000 [49]). 

In the code, the first approach was implemented. The adopted model is considered accurate 

enough for the present purpose. 

3.4 Boundary conditions 
Rigorously, the equations presented above apply beyond a certain zone of "flow establishment" 
(Milgram and van Houten (1982) [33]). By the end of this region, usually denoted ZOFE ("Zone 
Of Flow Establishment"), the initial jet-like behavior dissapears and a true plume-like behavior 
begins. This zone of flow adjustment is typically of the order of 10 times the radius of the diffuser 
(see Bombardelli e t  al., 2001 [5] and Buscaglia et nl., 2001b [9]). The equations are not valid close 
to the free surface either. However, the WBI model includes a source of finite dimensions and 
incorporates an initial, different-from-zero velocity. This approach is advantageous for application 
to real cases, where the diffuser presents several "arms" (see for example, Figure l b  in Wuest et 
al.'s paper). 
As discussed in Wuest et al.'s paper, there is an intricate connection among the main variables 
of the model. This fact is crucial a t  the moment of imposing appropriate initial conditions for 
the equations. The model needs the adoption of initial values for several top-hat magnitudes, as 
follows: 
I. velocity, ( w ~ ~ ) ~ ,and width, ( b t h ) ~ ;  
2. temperature, (Tth)0; 
3. dissolved solids concentration, p, (St&; 
4. concentration of dissolved oxygen and nitrogen, ((Cdo)th)o, and ((CdN) th )0 ,  respectively; 
5. concentration of gaseous oxygen and nitrogen, ((CO) th )O ,  and ((CN) th )O ,  respectively, and 
6. bubble radius, ((rb)0). 
Additionally, the following variables need to be defined: 
1. entrainment and spread ratio of buoyancy to momentum coefficients, at,,,and X l h i  respec-
tively; 
2. water depth, h; 
3. number of bubbles released per unit of time, N ;  
4. an averaged value for the density in the vertical, and 
5. atmospheric pressure (to be used within the ideal gas law). 
Wuest e t  al. suggest that one of the conditions to be achieved by the initial gaseous concentrations 
of oxygen and nitrogen is a value for the initial densimetric Froude number, defined as: 
equal to  1.6. This is based on the fact that single-phase plumes present a unique value of F r  equal 
to 1.69 at  all heights, except near the source. Wuest e t  al. demonstrated that values of Frolarger 
than 1.7 are unrealistic, because the plume needs to undergo a decrease in velocity immediately 
above the diffuser. For Fro smaller than 1.5 but larger than 1, the plume is accelerated right 
above the diffuser. For F r o  smaller or equal to 1, the plume initial1 experiences a contraction. 
Therefore, an initial densimetric Froude number of 1.6 avoids any of the above effects. 
Apart from the restriction regarding the initial Froude number, another restriction comes from 
the need of satisfying the value of the airflow rate a t  the bottom. As it will be seen in Chapter 5, 
these two restrictions allow for the determination of initial values for the gaseous concentrations. 
Chapter 4 
ight of the tiphase 
flow theory 
4.1 Derivation of the 1D model 
Prior to  the description of the numerical implementation of the equations discused in Chapter 
3, and the presentation of the results of their application, it is important to investigate if this 
1D theoretical model can be predicated on the basis of the theory of multicomponent fluids. 
Particularly, the analysis departs from the well-known two-fluid model. 
The reader interested only in the numerical code and in the applications can skip this chapter, 
with exception of point 4.3. 

As a non-required, secondary task for this project, Buscaglia, Bombardelli and Garcia (see 

Buscaglia et  al. 2001a [8])implemented a multidimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

numerical code based on an extended two-fluid model; this is fully consistent with the WBI model 

in terms of balances of equations; it does not include any heat balance equation though. As a 

difference, it does include a transport equation for the density of bubbles per unit volume. 

4.1.1 The two-fluid model 
The two-fluid model can be obtained by ensemble-averaging the exact conservation equations for 
each phase in a multiphase flow, as discussed by Drew and Passman [Is]. The steps presented 
in Buscaglia et al. (2001a) are summarized herein, and the final equations are obtained via a 
different approach, highlighting the treatments related to the top-hat and Gaussian distributions. 
In the following developments, Xk(x,t;u )  is used to denote the component indicator Junction, 
which for a given realization v of the flow takes the value 1if phase k is present a t  point x a t  time 
t, and takes the value 0 otherwise. The following averaged quantities are needed to write down 
the equations: 
Vk = Tk,is the so-called volume fraction of phase k (probability of phase k ) ;  
the averaged density and velocity of phase k, which are defined by 
s the pressure, which, on the other hand, is not mass averaged, 
Neglecting pressure differences between the phases (pk= p, V k) and also the shear stresses a t  
the interface; denoting by rkthe interphase mass transfer rate (Ckrk= 0) , and neglecting 
the momentum transfer arising from mass transfer between the phases, the following averaged 
equations for phase k arise: 
where the effective stress Tkcontains both the averaged deviatoric stresses of phase k and the 
fluctuation stress tensor that arises from the inertia term along the averaging process [15].Here k 
is the upwards vertical unit vector and g is the acceleration of gravity. The interfacial forces such 
as drag, lift, etc. are contained in &I;, with Ck = 0. 
4.1.2 Mixture equations 
The above equations consider a liquid phase (k = .t?) and a gaseous phase (k = g). However, 
instead of solving the four equations (two for each phase), mixture equations are used, which are 
obtained by adding up the balance equations of the individual phases. The following mixture 
quantities are defined: 
Then, from (4.3)-(4.4)it follows that 
d Pm urn 
=+ div ( pmum  @urn)+ v p m  div Tm- p,gkd t  
-div ~ ~ ~ j i ~ ( ; i i ~ - ~ ~ ) ~ ( i i i ~ - ~ ~ )  
k 
The relative velocity between the phases is defined as u, = ?&-?&,so that the summation in the 
last term of (4.10) satisfies 
This term is neglected in following developments since both Vgand pg/pm are assumed to be much 
smaller than unity. The product V,iT, (1 - is equal to 0.012 for gas fractions of 1 %, 0.024 P " )  
for 2 % and equal to 0.06 for 5 %, which allows for the conclusion that the magnitude of the error 
comited with the approximation is not big for relatively small gas fractions. Also, notice that 
so that pt -pm -- V,ji,. Assuming the liquid phase to be incompressible, with reference density po, 
we can now adopt the Boussinesq approximation replacing pm by po in all terms but the gravity 
one. This approximation is routinely applied in thermal problems with temperature differences 
as high as 20" C (in water), so that one can expect it to hold for values of Vgleading to the same 
magnitude of density change, i.e., V,< 
The resulting balance equations are, thus, 
div urn = 0 
33 
Po -
ad turn + po div (urn@ urn)+ vprn 
which are indeed very simple but, as shown above, follow from the two-fluid model under reasonable 
hypotheses. The incompressibility condition for u, greatly simplifies the mathematical structure 
of the problem, restoring the classical Navier-Stokes structure. This result additionally presents 
several advantages in dealing with diverse topics such as plume wandering, as it %rill be discussed 
in future reports. 
Up to this point, only an ensemble average, so as to homogenize the phases and define phase-related 
average quantities such as the volume fraction Vk,has been performed. This does not necessarily 
imply that all turbulent fluctuations have been averaged and that a RANS (Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes) formulation has been attained. Instead, it means that only the spatial scales of the 
order of the bubble-to-bubble spacing, Lbb, and smaller, were averaged. Thus, it is assumed that 
T, in (4.14) contains just the contributions of the laminar deviatoric stresses of each phase and 
of the turbulent fluctuations at scales smaller than or equal to  some specified length LC which is 
greater than Lbh. Turbulent scales larger than LC are commonly present in environmental plumes 
and can be model in a second process. L6pez de Bertodano (1998) [27] has similarly argued that 
a second averaging procedure is needed to get a RANS formulation, which would lead to a more 
involved momentum equation for each phase. 
By contrast, the works of Drew & Passman (1998) and Carrica e t  al. (1998, 1999) [15, 10, 111 
assumed that the ensemble-averaging process encompasses all fluctuating scales, so that a RANS 
formulation is obtained after a single averaging step. Lance and Bataille (1991) [26] in turn 
pointed out the complexities lying underneath the concept of fluctuation. More details about the 
differences between both approaches can be found in Buscaglia et al., 2001a [8]. 
From the mixture ecluations, it is possible to conclude that, by virtue of the reduced value of 
the air density, for dilute bubble plumes: urn -- -ul. Therefore, it makes sense to speak about 
"velocity fluctuations" of the continuous phase, without making any reference to fluctuations of 
the mixture. Next step consists in averaging the above equations over turbulence. To that end, 
the well-known Reynolds decomposition is first applied. Rigorously, the decomposition should be 
extended also to the density, but this is done only in the gravity term. The procedure gives, 
div (< urn > +u&) = 0 
div [ p (V < > +VU; + VT< um > +vTu;)]- < pm > k - p; k (4.16) 
where < . > denotes time-averaged values. Averaging equations (4.15) and (4.16) over turbulence 
for scales larger than LCgives 
div (< urn >) = 0 
div [ ~ ( V < U ~ > + ~ ~ < U ~ > ) ] - < ~ ~ >- p o d i ~  ( < u ;@ u h > )  g k  (4.18) 
Neglecting the viscous stresses as opposed to  the Reynolds counterparts, adopting the Boussinesq 
model for the latter to  close the turbulence problem, and incorporating the turbulent-kinetic- 
energy-based term into the pressure term (giving rise to $,), it yields 
div (<urn>) = 0 
where p~ indicates the dynamic eddy viscosity. 
The model completes with the equations for the gaseous phases, the dissolved fractions and BOD 
(see Buscaglia et al., 2001 a [8]),obtained after averaging over turbulence the inst ant aneous q u a -  
tions. The dissolved phases and BOD are not "phases" in the sense presented above; rather, they 
are species that are transported within the liquid phase. 
ca Gaseous concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen 
a<c,>+ div (< C ,  > < ug>) = < SN> +div (*VPOscg < CN  >) (1.22)d t  
In the above equations, < u, > represents the time-averaged gas velocity (equal to the liquid 
velocity plus the bubble slip velocity), and Sc, denotes the Schmidt number for the gas, which 
is defined as the ratio between the diffusivity of momentum (the kinematic viscosity) and the 
diffusivity of the gas. Source terms can be defined as follows: 
where < T,> is the time-averaged gas temperature in Kelvin O K .  The rest of the variables have 
the meaning presented above. 

It is worth noticing that the above definitions hold in terms of the averaged magnitudes. If those 

expressions would hold in terms of instantaneous values, the high non-linearity of the formula 

would yield more involved formulations after time averaging. 

e Dissolved fractions 
e BOD 
where < >, the time-averaged liquid velocity, was assumed equal to  the mean mixture velocity 
< um > and just one turbulent Schmidt number for the liquid's chemistry has been used, See 
(usually 0.83). 
The source of dissolved oxygen depends on the exchange with gaseous oxygen, So, and on the 
biochelnical demand L following 
while the chemistry of nitrogen in the liquid has not been modeled, i.e., 
4.1.3 Integration of the mixture equations 
Next step is to integrate the above equations in a horizontal plane. This can be done in two basic 
ways. Buscaglia et al. (2001a) (81defined "plume" variables in terms of the fluxes of water mixture 
volume, momentum per unit of density, and gaseous and dissolved concentrations of oxygen and 
nitrogen. These plume variables were then replaced into the integrals of the general equations, 
obtaining the WBI model (see Appendix 1). 
Another approach, closer to methodologies for single-phase plumes, consists in expressing the 
above equations, which hold for all systems of coordinates (because they are represented by gen- 
eral operators), in cylindrical coordinates. Then, the integrals can be solved adopting any specific 
hypotheses about the distributions of the main variables, such as those given by top-hat or Gaus- 
sian profiles. This methodology is followed herein to shed light into those hypotheses. 
In the following developments, r represents the radial direction and t the vertical counterpart 
in the bubble plume; u1,wl and vl denote the radial, vertical and tangential components of the 
time-averaged liquid vector velocity (with primed values indicating velocity fluctuations). Also, 
symbols indicating time averaging have been dropped. If the water density is assumed as quasi 
constant, which is a plausible approximation, the mass conservation equation, (4.17),expressed 
in cylindrical coordinates, yields: 
In turn, the momentum balances in both directions, obtained expressing Equation (4.18) in cylin- 
drical coordinates, give (notice that a step back in the development has been taken for conve- 
nience): 
e Momentum in the radial direction 
CB Momentum in the vertical direction 
If it is now assumed that turbulent stresses are much larger than viscous stresses (as done before 
with the general equations), the first terms in the right hand sides of the above equations can be 
neglected. 
Velocity and length scales need to be adopted in order to perform a scaling of the different terms 
in the equations. For the velocity, U and 1/11, two general scales, in 11oth directions, are taken. 
In the radial direction, a lenghtscale associated with the plume width, 6, and a flow-length scale 
obtained from the mass and momentum equations, D (see Bombardelli et al., 2001 [5],Appendix 
2),  can be adopted. From continuity for the water: 
Next, assuming a relatively small radial velocity and gradients of the radial velocity, it is possible 
to obtain from (4.31): 
The last two terms of the right hand side in (4.34) nearly compensate each other by virtue of 
the fact that the rfms values of the radial and tangential components of the velocity vector are 
almost identical (see Tekeli and Maxwell, 1978 [47]). In turn, the second term could be neglected 
invoking the well-known slender-flow approximation. This means that derivatives of statistics in 
the vertical direction are neglected as opposed to derivatives in the radial direction due to their 
much smaller values, and it can be mathematically expressed as 6/ D  << 1. In this derivation, 
that hypothesis was not invoked, which allows for keeping the derivatives in the vertical direction. 
Therefore: 
It has been demonstrated in the literature that the pressure gradients in the radial direction in 
plumes and jets are small (see Abraham, 1972 [I]), for which the derivatives in the right hand side 
"f (4.35) the esiirliaii"n "f the "f neg;eciilig those gra;ienis. Also, it is a klloMill 
result that the hydrostatic pressure field is not affected by the bubble plume; this gives: 
From there: l /p l  ali,/a z = -g. This expression can be now inserted in (4.32) and integrated in 
the transverse direction; previously, a multiplication by r is needed: 
or: 
In (4.38), the term V,p,/pl has been neglected as opposed to  the gas volume fraction, given by 
1 - I/i. Next step is to apply the Leibnitz rule to (4.38); to do this, boundary conditions at r=O 
and a t  the infinite are needed. The vertical component of the velocity vector a t  the infinite is 
indeed 0, but ( r  ul),,, + 0.Additionally, it is acceptable to assume that r ui wi = 0 for r -+oo. 
Performing similar analysis with all the terms in (4.38), it yields, through the use of continuity: 
or: 
The above equation states that the vertical gradient of the momentum flux per unit of density is 
the result of the sum of contributions from the turbulent normal stresses (usually neglected in 1D 
models) and that associated to buoyancy. 
Now, i t  is time for integration of the mass conservation equation in the transverse direction. 
Worlting in a similar way as done with the equation for the x-momentum, it is possible to obtain: 
If the entrainment hypothesis is combined with the Leibnitz rule, it yields: 
where w, denotes the vertical velocity a t  the center line and b, stands for a Gaussian measure 
of the plume width, namely, the variance of the distribution; in turn, a, refers to the Gaussian 
entrainment coefficient. 
The next hypothesis is related to the existence of self-similarity, i.e., 
in which Weand G,indicate adopted scales for the vertical velocity and for the gas fraction. Also, 
top-hat distributions are adopted; they can be mathematically described as follows: 
Replacing (4.43) to (4.45) in (4.40), it is possible to obtain: 
or, taking T.V, = wth and Ge = (IQth: 
- [w; b2h 711 = - 2d 
d 
x '1 [l? dr] + gd x  71 hih hih 
In turn, the mass conservation equation gives: 
Now, it is time to express precisely the definitions of top-hat velocity and width: 
M 
-
Jrw,2  271 r d r  
Wth = -
m J o m w 1 2 ~ r d r  
If m and M are now evaluated for the Gaussian distribution, it is possible to arrive to (see also 
Fannelop and Sjoen, 1980 [17]): 
(It is worth pointing out that other very different definitions could have been given for these 
variables.) From the definition of the density in a two-phase flow it is known that 
where the approximation of similar density values between plume and surroundings has been 
made, as previously stated by Morton et  al. (1956) 1351. If the term correponding to the turbulent 
normal stresses in (4.47) is disregarded, and the top-hat gas fraction is assumed to obey (4.51), it 
is possible to obtain: 
which coincides with the momentum equation of the WBI model for non-stratified conditions. 
Notice that (4.51) is strictly a point, instantaneous equation. The same shape for the equations 
holds for time-averaged values. When the equivalence to top-hat variables is assumed, it is im- 
plicitly assumed that the top-hat gas fraction also follows that relation; the error comited is of 
the same order of the top-hat hypothesis. 
In turn,  if Equations (4.50) are replaced in (4.48), it yields for the conservation of volume flus: 
-byom the above equations, it is seen that if ~ ~ t h= aS~5is used: 
which can be recognized as the mass conservation statement in WBI model. 

In a similar way to what it has been done with the plume velocity and width, the relation between 

the top-hat and Gaussian gas fractions can be investigated via the equality of the expressions 

related to buoyancy. This yields: 

It is interesting to express the buoyancy per unit acceleration of gravity using the ideal-gas law, 
as follows 
V,rilr = -"';l m ( c 0  + c,) rilr 
p9 
where the liquid temperature has been used interchangeably with the gas temperature. Equiva- 
lently, in terms of the top-hat variables: 
or: 

where Equation (3.11) has been used. 

With the above definitions, it is natural to address what happens with the mass transfer equations. 

For the oxygen, in cylindrical coordinates, it is possible to write that: 

Next step is to multiply by r and integrate in the transverse direction. The aforementioned 

hypothesis of null gaseous oxygen concentration or derivatives of the gaseous concentration at  the 

infinite are applied. Thus: 

Top-hat distributions are assumed for the gaseous concentrations (as done previously) and also 
for the products u,, Co and Cdo (Co + CN). These terms can be handled in a similar way as 
i t  was seen before; despite the fact that velocities and dissolved solids have different widths than 
gaseous oxygen (restricted to the bubbly core), the following is true: 
Finally, the foregoing equation can be obtained: 
In the above equation, the overbar means averaged spatial value. 

Since 3 R T I  ('o +CN) th  represents the interfacial surface area between liquid and gas per unit volume 

Py Fl, 
of mixture, its product by 7i XZh bZh gives the area per unit of plume length. In terms of the variables 
471.~: N
of the ID approach, this can be written as (wth+ws).Therefore: 
which can be recognized as the equation pertaining to the transport of gaseous oxygen in WBI 

model, if the turbulence-related term is neglected. 

Similar equations hold for the other mass-transfer equations. Regarding the equations for the 

transport of dissolved phases, it is direct to justify the hypothesis of entrainment through a 

similar term to the last one in Equation (4.59). 

These developments give the WBI model a theoretical basis under the umbrella of the theory of 

multiphase flows. 

4.1.4 Final remark 
As a final remark, it is worth mentioning that all the equations (except that pertaining to the 
mass conservation principle) show the appearance of an extra term related to turbulence. This 
term is usually neglected in previous models by making use of the slender-flow approximation or 
invoking negligible influence of tubulence onto the fluxes. 
- - 
4.2 	 Top-hat versus Gaussian distributions 
Wiiest et  al. stated that their model assumes top-hat variables. I t  is direct to show that, if the 
mass flux and the momentum flux per unit of density equations are expressed using Gaussian 
profiles, the following equations are obtained: 
a Momentum 
or: 
If the term representing the contribution from turbulence is neglected and the relations between 
model are again recovered. This means that the equations of mass and momentum in the WBI 
model are fully consistent with the hypothesis of Gaussian distributions for the main variables, 
which is an aspect not highlighted by the authors of the model. However, this is only limited 
to the aforementioned equations, since the mass balances of gaseous and dissolved phases do not 
provide such equivalence. 
4.3 	 Non-dimensional numbers used in mult iphase-flow 
theory 
turbulent flow-field properties (basically the turbulence intensity), the inertia of the dispersed 
phase and the relative velocity between the two phases. Wang and Stock (1993) [54] presented 
non-dimensional numbers that take into account the above effects, as follows: 
1. Q = (T,, uo) /Lf is an indicator of the turbulence structure, where T, is an integral time 
scale computed in a frame of reference moving with the mean fluid velocity (the Eulerian 
integral time scale), uo refers to a velocity scale of the large eddies, computed as uo k'I2 
and Lf is the integral length scale of the turbulent flow field; 
2. 	St = is the well known Stokes number, which is an indicator of the dispersed phase T ~ / T ~ ~  

inertia, with Ta being the particle dynamic response time. 

3. 	y = vteT,/uo is the drift parameter, where vteT, indicates the quiescent particle terminal 
velocity of the disperse phase (bubble slip velocity). 
For the computation of the particle dynamic response time, the following are two suitable expres- 
sions (Loth, 2000 [28]; Carrica et al., 1998 [lo]): 
where ppaTt refers to the "particle" (bubble in this case) density; x = pp,,t/pl, where Chf is the 
added mass coefficient, CD is the drag coefficient (see below the discussion related to forces) and 
!term is the Stokes correction. This last parameter is defined as the ratio of the particle drag 
coefficient to the Stokes drag coefficient (see Loth, 2000 [28], for details). 
The  Stokes  number  i s  a surrogate for the  particle inertia whereas y pays attention t o  the relative 
velocity between particle and liquid, which i s  a consequence of gravity and drag. Inertia is a sig- 
nificant property, but if particles were moving wi th  d i f e r en t  accelerations of gravity ( for  example, 
in Mars  or  the  Moon),  their  behavior wovld be di ferent .  Stock (1996) [45]showed particle paths 
obtained through numerical simulation for the case of zero gravity (i.e., y=O) for different Stokes 
numbers; the particle paths were unique, even though each particle started with the same realiza- 
tion of turbulence. Then, he considered the effect of gravity, for a low value of St ,  and showed that 
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that,  according to the values that these coefficients adopt, it is possible to characterize completely 
the behavior of the disperse phase. For a certain value of the drift parameter, if the Stokes number 
is much less than 1, particles adapt almost instantaneously to the changes in the fluctl~ations of 
an eddy. On the other side of the spectrum, if St is much higher than 1,the turbulent flow evolves 
and particles have not adapted yet; therefore particles experience a negligible diffusion effect and 
are controlled mainly by convection and gravity (Loth, 2000) [28]. 
Eddies evolve in time and they have a typical time scale; particles may not remain inside those 
eddies for all their lifetime. The phenomenon of migration of a particle from one eddy to another 
before the eddy decays is called crossing-trajectory e f e c t ,  CTE (Shirolkar et al., 1996) [42], which 
means  a decreased d i f u s i o n  for the  particle. It is usually generated by an abrupt change in the 
liquid conditions surrounding the particle (Shirolkar et al., 1996) [42]. In other words, particle- 
eddy interactions are dominated by a particle traversal of the eddy, as opposed to the eddy lifetime 
(Loth, 2000)[28]. Wells and Stock (1983) [55] have shown that this e f e c t  yields decreased di fusion,  
as the  drift parameter increases, for a constant Stokes number. In the case of bubbles, the relative 
velocity is given by the terminal slip velocity, which is about 0.23 m/s for bubble radii between 
0.7 and 5.1 rnm (Haberman and Morton, 1954 [22]; Wiiest et al., 1992 [56]). Therefore, CTE can 
be expected to occur if turbulence intensities are low. This could happen, for instance, in large 
plumes close to the free surface, where there are decreasing turbulence intensities. 
The above concepts reflect the close relation between particle and turbulence scales, and provide a 
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by Sheng and Irons (1993) [41]. They obtained a value of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) of 
0.06 rn2/s2 and computed the Kolmogorov length scale between 1 to 5 mm; bubble sizes ranged 
from 1to 4 mm. Using the value of TKE, the velocity scale is 0.25 m/s. For the estimated bubble 
sizes, the bubble slip velocities are around 0.23 m/s; thus, a value of y close to 1 is obtained. 
Additionally, a value of about 0.02 for the Stokes number can be computed. Using the plots of 
Wang and Stock, it is found that the particle diffusivity is about 0.85 times the liquid diffusivity. 
According to computations done with the multidimensional code explained above, for conditions 
in McCook reservoir corresponding to an airflow rate a t  the bottom of 1.2 l / s ,  the drift parameter 
is about 0.5 in the centerline of the plume. The Stokes number in turn goes from 5 x close 
to  the difTuser to  in the upper part of the bubble plume. 
Chapter 5 
5.1 	 Numerical codes implemented at the University of Illi-
nois 
Besides the aforementioned multidimensional model (see Appendix I), three 1D codes have been 
implemented. Two of them correspond to the mathematical models of Fannelop and Sjoen (1980) 
1171 and Milgram and van Houten (1982) [33]. These two codes run in a spreadsheet. 
Concerning the WBI model, the corresponding ODES were solved through the well-known Euler 
(as in WBI paper) and also via the fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods. Unlike the method used 
in the original paper, no need for adaptivity of the mesh was identified, considering the present 
small computation times of the model. The numerical code, called BUBBLES, was developed in 
Fortran and runs in a personal computer. It has been structured for allowing the addition of new 
equations with ease. 
The present numerical implementation differs from that reported by Wiiest et  al. in that an 
iterative process has been introduced to compute the unknowns from the fluxes calculated in each 
time step. In fact, once the values of the fluxes are available, the concentrations of gaseous oxygen 
and nitrogen need to be calculated using the definition of those fluxes. This means that values 
for the bubble-slip velocity or, equivalently, for the bubble radius, are needed. This last variable 
in turn depends on the volume fraction, which is a function of the gaseous concentration. Wiiest 
et al. have assumed that the bubble radius is always located in the plateau of constancy of the 
bubble-slip velocity plot (see Figure 3), for which its value is always 0.23 m/s, no matter the 
bubble radius. Thus, this iterative process is not necessary in their implementation. Herein, this 
was especially introduced to allow for more generality. 
Also, the present implementation allows for switching off the term accounting for the mass transfer 
from gaseous to dissolved phase. Additionally, the code allows for the computation of the following 
magnitudes: 
e aeration efficiency; 
a gas hold-up; 
gas transfer rate a t  a certain height; 
gas fraction at  a certain level. 
Regarding the initial conditions, a simple trial-and-error procedure was developed to define the 
correct variables to be input. The procedure first specifies the values of the variables presented 
in point 3.4; in particular, the initial plume width. Then, the volume fraction of air and the 
initial velocity of the plume water are provided. These two values are iteratively modified till 
the desired airflow rate and the condition of an initial densimetric Froude number equal to 1.6, 
i.e. the two limiting criteria defined in Chapter 3, are attained. Once these two requirements 
have been reached, the procedure automatically gives the concentrations of gaseous oxygen and 
nitrogen from the ideal gas law. 
5 .2  Validation of the code and the model 
The most common meaning of "model calibration" refers to the trial-and-error procedure by 
which model parameters are estimated via fitting of a group of measurements. This process 
could be done automatically by an specific algorithm. In turn, "model validation" refers to 
the comparison of model predictions with another set of measurements, using the values of the 
parameters obtained during calibration. This and other meanings of calibration, validation and 
verification are discussed in Chapter 11of the book by Orlob (1983) [37]. 
Regarding bubble plumes, the model parameters, namely a t h  and Xth,  are usually known to vary 
within relatively narrow margins; therefore, the process of calibration loses meaning herein. Con- 
sequently, the word "validation" will be used in this part. 
Related to the present model, it is important to acknowledge that a rigorous validation is not 
totally possible because rarely all the numerous variables involved in the mathematical model 
are measured. Wiiest et  al. (1992) did not provide any specific validation. Instead, they limited 
themselves to  analyze a case study associated with Lake Baldeggersee (Switzerland) and to discuss 

the observed behavior. 

The model has been validated in this case in the following ways: 

Comparison with models by Fannelop and Sjoen and Milgram (dilute case) 
Comparison with measurements of hydrodynamic variables, based on the tests by Milgram 
(1983) 1321, Fannelop and Sjoen (1980) 1171, and Milgram and van Houten (1982) 1331. 
This stage gives validation for the hydrodynamic part of the model a t  the time it provides 
insight in the way the incorporation of mass-transfer equations affect the prediction of the 
hydrodynamics 
e Comparison with the CFD multidimensional model developed at  the University of Illinois, 
which gives validation of the mass transfer eff'ects. 
Comparison with other models 
Figures 6 compares the predictions of the three models for test 2 a t  Bugg Spring regarding the 
plume velocity and plume width (see Milgram (1983) [32] for details of the observations, and below 
for the initial conditions used). The boundary conditions are the same for the three models in 
terms of the basic magnitudes. It is clearly seen that,  as expected, the predictions of the models 
by Milgram and WBI are identical. This is due to  the fact that only the dilute bubble plume 
version of the former was coded. For the WBI run, the mass transfer from gaseous to  dissolved 
was turned off. 
In turn, also as expected, these two models differ from Fannelop and Sjoen's counterpart but, 
however, the results are very close. Notice that the differences are much larger for the velocities 
than for the plume width. 
Comparison with ezperimental data 
Milgram (1983) 
Wiiest et  al. mentioned in their paper that they corroborated the hydrodynamic part of the 
model via comparison with the observations undertaken by Milgram (1983) 1321, but they did 
not provide any figure at  all. This is interesting since the WBI model allows for addressing 
the influence of mass-transfer processes and initial bubble radius onto hydrodynamics. 
I t  has been shown previously in Chapter 2 that from all the tests performed by Milgram, the 
one that presents more sondness is Test number 2. This test has been used as a benchmark 
for comparison by several authors, including Milgram, Brevik and Killie (1996) [6] and 
Socolofsky et al., 2001 [44]. 
Milgram does not mention any measurement of bubble size during the tests; the initial bubble 
size adopted for the present run was 2.5 mm. His observations do not include assessments 
of the ambient conditions regarding gaseous or dissolved fractions of species (the paper 
did not deal with this). For the runs, it was assumed that the concentrations of dissolved 
oxygen and nitrogen were very low, equal to 0.01 mol/m3.The dissolved solids content was 
considered negligible. In lack of a value for the ambient water temperature, a value of 20 "C 
was adopted. The initial concentrations of gaseous oxygen and nitrogen, and the number 
of bubbles released per unit time, were determined via the iterative procedure explained 
above. A top-hat entrainment coefficient of 0.11 was employed whereas Xth  was fixed in 0.8. 
Milgram, when comparing his model to data, used a value of 0.123 for ath and the same 
value for the ratio of spread of voids to spread of momentum. Additionally, he employed 
an  "amplification factor" equal to 1.1, not included in the present simulations. Notice that 
the value for the entrainment coefficient used is equivalent to a, = 0.087, which is close to 
the upper limit measured by Tekeli and Maxwell (1978) [47]. The initial plume width was 
fixed a t  0.325 m (there is only a vague information of the conditions close to the diffuser 
in the original paper) and the initial velocity was set to satisfy an initial Froude nuriiber of 
1.6 and the airflow rate of 0.118 N m3/s (N means "normal", which generally is referred at 
atmospheric pressure and at 20 "C).These were the initial conditions for the velocity and 
plume width for the simulations in the comparison of the three models presented above. 
Figures 7 (a) and (b) show comparisons between predictions and measurements regarding 
velocity and width of the plume. The thick line refers to the full model (with mass transfer), 
and the thin one indicates absence of mass transfer (the bubble radius only changes due 
to  air compressibility). The agreement is excellent for the full model. A similar level of 
agreement has been obtained by Milgram (obviously, with the difference in the amplification 
factor), and it is fair to say that it is rare to be achieved in the velocities, as seen for example 
with the foregoing measurements by Fannelop and Sjoen, 1980 [17]. 
In this case, the numerical prediction of velocities improves quite significantly when mass 
transfer is added; the prediction of plume width varies little. 

Figures 7 (c) and (d) show the comparison in terms of the volume flux and the momentum 

flux per unit of density. The agreement is good, which is not surprising since the "measured" 

values were computed from the observations of velocity and plume width. 
Fannelop and Sjoen (1980) 
In the paper by Fannelop and Sjoen [17], a comparison of their ID numerical model with 
theirs and others' measurements is presented. In all the cases, model predictions for the 
plume width are very satisfactory. However, for the velocities, model predictions are always 
higher than the measurements (the observations show a quasi-linear behavior). 
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~ with these measurements provides insight in the behavior of the plume at  
a smaller scale than in Milgram's tests. 
For the runs in the present validation process, the same values for the entrainment coefficient 
and the spread ratio employed for the Milgram's test were used. Lacking of information 
about bubble radius and ambient conditions for dissolved species, the same values ~f the 
Milgram test were used (i.e., concentrations of dissolved oxygen and nitrogen equal to 0.01 
rnol/rn3, dissolved solids content negligible and ambient water temperature of 20 "C). 
The initial plume width was established at  0.15 m. Figures 8 (a) and (b) show model 
predictions along with the measurements. The same behavior observed in Fannelop and 
Sjoen's paper is noticed herein: an excellent prediction of plume widths and an overprediction 
of liquid velocities. The same patterns are identified in Figures 8 (c) to (h), corresponding to 
Tests 2 to 4 in Fannelop and Sjoen's paper. Interestingly, the improvement of the prediction 
of the full model, as opposed to that suppressing the mass transfer, is only minor for these 
tests. This may be attributed to the relatively small depth (10 m) of these tests compared to 
Milgram's tests (50 m). Notice from Figure 7 (a) that the departure from the two solutions 
is relatively important beyond about 10 m, which seems to certify that there is a minimum 
depth a t  which the mass transfer does not affect too much the behavior (this is concomitant 
with the larger residence time, which is the time a bubble is in contact with the water 
column, for larger depths). 
Milgram and van Houten (1982) 
The attractive feature related to these observations is that they included measurements of 
gas fraction. 
The comparisons included in the original paper by Milgram and van Kouten [33]show a 
satisfactory agreement in terms of the plume velocity and width, and an acceptable contrast 
regarding gas fractions. Regrettably, in some cases the value of entrainment employed was 
very low. 
Figures 9 present the comparison of predicted and measured top-hat magnitudes of velocity, 
width and gas fraction. The standard values for cvth and Xth of 0.11and 0.8were used. The 
agreement of the velocity is very satisfactory; the widths are slightly overpredicted. The 
agreement in terms of the gas fraction is also satisfactory. 
Comparison with the multidimensional CFD model 
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1. The conditions at  McCook reservoir were adopted for these computations. In Figures 5 (a) and 
(b) of the aforementioned paper, reproduced herein as Figures 10 (a) and (b), it is possible to see 
that both models give very close predictions regarding the fraction of air dissolved, and the oxygen 
and nitrogen hold-up. Those figures were obtained via integration of point values of dissolved and 
gaseous fractions from the two-dimensional runs in a horizontal plane. Bear in mind that the 
CFD model closes turbulence through a k-E model, whereas a minor influence of turbulence was 
considered in the 1D computations. 
Figures 10 (c) and (d) present a comparison of the predictions of the top-hat velocity and a 
measure of the bubble radius (see Appendix 1 for details), showing quite a good agreement. 
These results provide another corroboration of the soundness of all aspects of the predictions of 
the ID model. 
5.3 Other prediction capabilities of the model 
Sensitivity to initial bubble radius 

Test number 2 from Milgram was employed as a means of testing the sensitivity of the model to 
the initial bubble radius. This can be assessed in Figures 11 (a) and (b), where the evolution of 
the plume velocity and plume width is presented for two initial bubble radius, 2.5 and 5 mm. It 
can be noticed that the use of a bubble radius of 5 mm implies a slightly worse prediction than 
that with 2.5 mm in terms of the velocity; the predictions are however not so different if the 
plume width is considered. Predicted plume widths are quite insensitive in these simulations to 
the initial bubble radius and to the mass transfer for half of the depth. However, a very different 
picture is obtained if bubble sizes of the order of 1mm are used. In fact, tests performed show 
that bubbles of 1mm of radius dissolve almost completely. 
Sensitivity t o  the amount of BOD present in the water body 
Runs with three values of BOD ranging from 30 to 90 mg/l were performed to assess the influence 
of this parameter on the hydrodynamics. This is the range of values of BOD to be expected to be 
encountered in CSO reservoirs. The conditions at  McCook reservoir, for a bottorn airflow rate of 
1.2 l / s ,  were adopted. Figures 12 (a) and (b) show the evolution of the hydrodynamic variables, 
namely, the plurne velocity and width. Figure 12 (c) in turn shows the evolution of the dissolved 
oxygen, whereas Figure 12 (d) indicates the transfer rate of oxygen to dissolved phases for different 
heights. As expected, the hydrodynamics are not affected by the amount of BOD (Figures 12 (a) 
and (b)). The concentration of oxygen decreases at a stronger slope with increasing BOD in the 
upper part of the plume, also as expected (Figure 12 (c)). Notice that the concentration of oxygen 
increases close to the diffuser, a zone in which the mass transfer is intense (see Figure 12 (d)). 
Run s  with digevent degree of stratification 
Zic and Stefan's numerical runs (1992) were used as means for analysis of the influence of strati- 
fication on the bubble-plume behavior. Different linear thermal stratifications were simulated as 
done in page 115 of that report. A bubble radius of 2.5 mm and an airflow rate of 0.01 m3/s 
were adopted in the computations. Figures 13 (a) to (c) show the comparison of the behavior of 
the plume velocity, width, and temperature for four different conditions of stratification. These 
conditions correspond to linear profiles of ambient temperature, with a constant the lower tem- 
perature a t  10 " C and the upper one at  10 " C +AT, with A T  values of 0, 10, 20, and 30 " C for 
AT. I t  is possible to see that there is a significant change in the overall behavior of the plume and 
that "detrainment" appears in two of the stratified cases. This is manifested by a reduction in 
the plume velocity and a drastic increase of plume width. The larger the temperature difference, 
the faster the plume water reaches a layer of the same density. The bubble-plume temperature in 
turn tries to follow the ambient temperature (Figure 13 (c)), but the slopes are much milder. 
5.4 	 Computation of parameters coming from the theory 
of multiphase flows 
This task was undertaken for all the above tests. In order to compute the Stokes number, a drag 
coefficient equal to 1was adopted. This was estimated from Figure 5 of the paper by Loth (2000) 
[28]. In that figure, there is a lot of variability for CD,depending on the shape of the bubble and 
whether or not the bubble is 'clean". The value of 1 was computed from an estimation of the 
particle Reynolds number of the order of 1000. The relative velocity was obtained from Figure 3, 
and the bubble radius used in each test was employed. 
For the drift parameter, the turbulent velocity scale was estimated adopting the rms of the vertical 
component of the liquid velocity vector. According to measurements by Tekeli and Maxwell (1978) 
[4'7],the rms is about 0.6 times the value of the vertical velocity. The rms was thus computed at  
each height in the bubble plume. 
As an example, Figure 14 depicts the evolution of both parameters for Test number 2 by Milgram. 
This test was picked because the plume is large (the depth is big) and, thus, it affords an interesting 
opportunity for the analysis. In fact, beyond 10 m above the diffuser, the Stokes number is 
approximately constant (about 0.002 on the vertical axis on the right) and the drift parameter 
grows till about 0.9. These conditions could eventually lead to the crossing trajectory effect, 
which, as said, means a decreasing diffusion for the bubbles. This effect has to be taken into 
consideration in the multidimensional model. 
As shown, these computations and plots serve for the purpose of characterizing the interaction 
between the disperse and the continuum phases. 
5.5 	 Numerical simulation of the conditions at McCook 
reservoir 
This was undertaken and reported in part in the paper by Buscagiia et al., and it was analyzed in 
terms of the BOD.In Figure 10 (a) of this report, the fraction of air dissolved is plotted against the 
airflow rate a t  the bottom for the conditions of McCook reservoir. This is what it has been defined 
as the aeration efficiency herein. It is possible to notice that, for small airflow rates, the efficiency 
is really important, above 90 %. This efficiency decreases as the airflow rate is increased, but it 
is kept above 80 % for air injections below 3 11s. This reduction of efficiency can be understood 
in terms of the residence time which is inversely proportional to the airflow rate. Therefore, the 
larger the airflow rate, the lower the residence time is and, thus, the smaller the mass transfer is. 
Figure 10 (b) shows the variation of the gas hold-up, which is the amount of gas within the plume 
in stationary conditions, as a function of the airflow rate. Naturally, the larger the airflow rate 
is, the bigger the gas hold-up is. Figure 10 (c) shows the water vertical velocities in the reservoir. 
For an airflow rate of 0.3 l/s, the water velocities will be of the order of 0.05 m/s in most of the 
plume, whereas it will be around 0.15 m/s for 3 11s. 
Chapter 6 
6.1 Future work 
The future work related to this ID model refers to the following aspects: 
first, the inclusion of suspended sediment (of inorganic type) and the determination of how 
they interact with the gaseous fractions; 
a 	second, the analysis of turbulence; 
a 	 third, the comparison of the model with ongoing experiments in the tank at  the Urbana- 
Champaign Sanitary District. 
Within the second task, issues such as breakup and coalescence, usually neglected in bubble plume 
models, will be investigated in detail. The solution of the turbulence statistics will in turn be used 
to compute those terms in the transport ecluations related to turbulence effects, usually neglected 
in standard models. This exercise will provide with an adequate assessment of their importance 
under different circumstances. 
Additionally, the issue of the interfacial surface area will be investigated. In fact, very modern 
approaches center the attention in modeling this variable, in an effort of make the view more 
"realistic" . 
These issues will be informed in future reports. 
6.2 Summary and conclusions 
The implementation and extension of the one-dimensional model of Wiiest e t  al. for bubble plumes 
has been detailed and analyzed within the context of the theory of multiphase flows and within 
the framework of the application to aeration bubble plumes for CSO reservoirs. Model predic- 
tions have been compared with measurements performed by different authors at environmental 
and laboratory scale, and with a multidimensional numerical code, showing a very satisfactory 
prediction capability. 
It was shown that the above model is specially suitable for the application of aeration of CSO 
reservoirs by non-interacting plumes. The model provides estimations for the aeration efficiencies 
and gas hold-up, not available with previous models. The recursive application of the model for dif- 
ferent scenarios allows for the definition of working conditions with relatively small computational 
time. As shown, the prediction capability of the model is in line with that of multidimensional 
CFD models. 
The inclusion of mass-transfer processes involves an improvement of the prediction in the hydro- 
dynamics. This issue is more evident for larger plumes, where the larger residence times allow for 
more important mass-transfer effects. 
The WBI model was derived from the theory of multiphase flows, specially from the two-fluid 
model. This gives a model a generality not appreciated before. In fact, previous analyses used 
to extend single-phase models to account for the air-water flow. It was also shown that the basic 
equations of the WBI model, i.e., the conservation equations for mass and momentum, are also 
compatible with the Gaussian distributions for the main variables, not only with the top-hat 
counterparts, as stated by Wiiest et  al.. 
Finally, sever a1 parameters (holdup, efficiency) concerning working conditions at McCook reservoir 
have been determined via the use of the model. It should however be kept in mind that the 
correlations used were developed for sediment-free water, so that corrections accounting for the 
effects of the suspended solids are needed. For that purpose, the source file of the code BUBBLES 
is attached (See Appendix 3). Correcting mass-transfer correlations in the code (once they become 
available) should not involve major difficulties. 
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Figure 1: Location of the reservoirs under design among existing works in the 
Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP) 
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Figure 2(a): Compilation of measurements from different authors regarding top-
hat velocities 
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Figure 2(b): Compilation of measurements from different authors regarding top-
hat plume widths 
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Figure  3: Data from Haberman and Morton giving the bubble slip velocity as a 
function of the bubble radius. Schematization by Wuest et a/. 
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Figure 4: Data of gas transfer rates according to Mortarjemi and Jameson, as a 
function of the temperature. Schematization by Wuest et a/. 
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Figure 5: Molecular solubilities of oxygen and nitrogen fitted from experiments by 
Marshall 
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Figure 6(a): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with the models 
by Fannelop and Sjoen and Milgram in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 6(b): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with the models 
by Fannelop and Sjoen and Milgram in terms of plume width 
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Figure 7(a): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Milgram in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 7(b): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Milgram in terms of plume width 
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Figure 7(c): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Milgram in terms of volume flux 
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Figure 7(d): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 
Milgram in terms of momentum flux per unit density 
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Figure 8(a): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 1 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 8(b): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 1 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume width 
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Figure 8(c): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 8(d): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume width 
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Figure 8(e): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 3 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 8(f): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 3 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume width 
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Figure 8(g): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 4 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 8(h): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 4 by 
Fannelop and Sjoen in terms of plume width 
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Figure 9(a): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with test by 
Milgram and van Houten in terms of plume velocity 
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Figure 9(b): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with test by 
Milgram and van Houten in terms of plume width 
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Figure 9(c): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with test by 
Milgram and van Houten in terms of top-hat gas fraction 
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Figures 10: Comparison of global parameters obtained from CFD and the 'ID 
results. (a) Fraction of the injected gas that dissolves in the plume (b) Gas 
holdup discriminated by species 
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Figure ql(a): Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Milgram in terms of plume velocity, for two bubble radii 
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Figure l l (b ) :  Comparison of the performance of the WBI model with Test 2 by 
Milgram in terms of plume width, for two bubble radii 
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Abstract 
A mathematical model for dilute bubble plumes is derived from the two-fluid model equa- 
tions. This is coupled to a mass transfer model to get a closed CFD formulation. The mass 
transfer equations used are the same as those implemented in the ID model proposed by 
Wiiest et a1 ( Water Resources Research, 28:3235-3250, 1992), so as to get a CFD formula- 
tion and a ID integral formulation that are fully consistent. In fact, the ID model can be 
rigorously derived from the CFD one. The mat hematical derivation is detailed pointing out 
the approximat ions involved. 
of both models for t.yrpica! conditions of iso!ated aerstion p!urnzs ir; deep wastew-
ater reservoirs are presented. Good agreement is reported between them, emphasizing on 
the most relevant variables such as gas dissolution rates, gas holdup, liquid's velocity and 
bubbles' radius. Furthermore, entrainment rates evaluated from the CFD results are shown 
to lie within the experimental range. Finally, CFD-based assessment of the approximations 
involved in the ID model proves them to hold within a few percents of relative accuracy. A 
solid basis for applying CFD models to aeration plumes, as natural extensions of the popular 
integral models, emerges from the investigation. 
Keywords: Two-phase flow, bubble plumes, two-fluid equations, integral models 
1 Introduction 
_Air-bubble plumes have numerous applications such as pneumatic breakwaters, antifreeze mea- 
sures, silt curtains, and barriers to contain density intrusions or oil spills (Ashton, 1978; Bulson, 
1968; Ditmars & Cederwall, 1974; Taylor, 1955). For deep water bodies (lakes, reservoirs) injec- 
tion of air-bubbles is often used for destratification of the water volume (Schladow, 1992; Asaeda 
& Imberger, 1993; Lemcliert & Imberger, 1993). In wastewater treatment aeration with bubble 
plumes has been employed for about a century (Joint Task Force WPCF-ASCE, 1988), however 
its use in deep reservoirs containing biochemically active water is an emerging application. The 
construction of large wastewater reservoirs is being motivated by environmental concerns. The 
idea is to provide storage for combined sewage and stormwater during big storms, so that water 
treatment plants can operate in batch mode. This is an important problem in large metropolitan 
areas such as Chicago, Illinois. 
Power efficiency in aeration devices for deep water bodies is essential due to the high injection 
pressure needed. Design optimization with sound scientific tools is thus in order, and numerical 
nioclelirig is without doubt one of the key tools in all fields of engineering. In plume modeling 
simulation codes have mostly used the transversally-integrated equations (McDougall, 1978; Mil- 
gram, 1983; Schladow, 1992; Asaeda & Imberger, 1993; Lemckert & Imberger, 1993; Wuest et 
al, 1992), based on a self-similarity assumption and the well-known entrainment hypothesis (see, 
e.g., Turner, 1986). The problem is thus reduced to just one spatial dimension, at  the cost of 
introducing some heuristic coefficients that must be obtained from experiments. 
A transversally-integrated model (frequently referred to as integral model) that  accounts for most 
of the physical and chemical processes related to aeration of reservoirs was introduced by Wiiest 
et a1 (1992) to help in the design of lake restoration systems. The aim of the present article is 
t o  estend t,liat model in a systematic way to two-fluid flow modeling and computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD). An improved formulation results which has less empirical coefficients ancl can 
deal with arbitrary geometries. niloreover, wastewater reservoir aeration involves the simultaneous 
operation of many bubble plumes. While integral models assume the plume to be isolated, CFD 
formulations are the appropriate tool to study plume-plume, plume-boundary and plume-crossflow 
interactions. 
The two-fluid model proposed here is based on the general theory of multiphase flows (Drew & 
Passman, 1998) ancl has three main components: 
A hydrodynamical component that considers the main physical processes in a free dilute 
bubbly flow, i.e., the increase in effective buoyancy by bubbles, the nonzero slip velocity 
between the gas and the liquid, and the turbulent dispersion of bubbles. In two-fluid-model 
terminology, the interfacial forces considered are buoyancy, drag and turbulent dispersion. 
Away from walls these are generally the most important forces in dilute bubbly flows (see, 
e.g., Loth (2000) for a recent review on the subject). The mass conservation equation for 
the gas is rewritten in terms of a terminal velocity and an eflective dispersion coeficient as 
done by Moraga et a1 (2001). The former is fitted from experimental data as done by Wiiest 
et a1 (1992), while several options are available for the latter, as those proposed by Carrica 
et a1 (1998), by L6pez de Bertodano (1998) and by Loth (2001). The resulting model is 
basically the same that recently allowed Sokolichin & Eigenberger (1999) to reproduce dy- 
namical structures observed in a locally aerated flat bubble column with remarltable success, 
a problem that has challenged the simulation capabilities of much more elaborate two-fluid 
models such as that of Mudde 9r Sinionin (1999). 
A niass-transfer coniponent that considers oxygen and nitrogen dissolution from the bubbles 
and was taken from Wiiest et a1 (1992). 
e A liquid chemistry component that incorporates a basic water-quality model taken from the 
book by Chapra (1997). The variables are dissolved oxygen concentration, dissolved nitrogen 
concentration, and the biochemical oxygen demand that encompasses all oxygen-consuming 
processes. 
Integral moclels are extensively used in environmental fluid dynamics, mainly because they are 
simple, robust and physically based. Since our intention is to complement those models with the 
proposed CFD-based one, a sigiiificaiit portion of the presentation is devoted to a comparative 
assessment in which the same problems are solved with both strategies. The comparison yields 
good agreement in the cases considered, resulting in a fully consistent picture of 1D and CFD 
models. This is complemented with comparisons of CFD results for the entrainment rate with 
available data and with a CFD-based assessment of the approximations inherent in integral models. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 a mathematical model for dilute bubbly 
flows is described and justified in which the mass exchange between liquid and gas, together with 
a basic water-quality model, are iiicorporat ed. Section 3 describes the numerical treatment of the 
model ecluations in the CFD code. In Section 4 the relation between the proposed model and the 
integral model of Wiiest et a1 (1992) is shown. Section 5 contains numerical results comparing the 
predictions of both models for isolated plumes at conditions typical of deep wastewater reservoirs. 
Filially, the most relevant conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 
2 .1 Two-fluid model and dynamical equations 
The two-fluid model can be obtained by ensemble-averaging the exact conservation equations for 
each phase in a multiphase flow, as discussed by Drew and Passman (1998). Let Xk(x,  t ;v) be 
the component indicator function, which for a given realization u of the flow takes the value one if 
phase k is present at point x at  time t ,  and takes the value zero otherwise. The following averaged 
cluantities are needed to write down the equations: 
ak= Xkris the so-called volume fraction of phase k but is, in fact, the y~obabilityof phase 
k .  
a The averaged density and velocity of phase k are defined by 
The pressure, on the other hand, is not mass averaged, 
We neglect pressure differences between the phases (p, = j5, 'd k )  and the shear stresses at the 
interphase. We denote by Pi,the interphase mass transfer rate (x,Pk= 0) and neglect the 
rnornerituln transfer arising from mass transfer between the phases. One ends up with the following 
averaged equations for phase k :  
d a - u  
k P k  lk  + div (akPkillk@ illk) + a,+V?) = diu ( a k r k )- ak&gk + n/c
at 
where the effective stress Tk contains both the averaged deviatoric stresses of phase k and the 
fluctuation stress tensor that arises from the inertia term along the averaging process . Here k is 
the upwards vertical unit vector and g is the acceleration of gravity. The interfacial forces such 
as drag, lift, etc. are colitained in &I;, with C,01; = 0. 
The averaged ecluations implemented in our code consider a liquid phase ( k  = l ) and a gaseous 
phase ( k  = g). We will make use of the mixture equations, which are obtained by adding up the 
balance equations of the individual phases. Let us define the mixture quantities as: 
Then, f~o111 (3)-(4) it follo~vs that 
-
dprn + div (pmum) = O 
at 
8p.m~ l r n  div (pmUm@ uyn) + Vprn = div Tm- pmg kdt 
Let us define the relative velocity between the phases as u,, = 'ii, - Tif, so that the summation in 
the last term of (10)  satisfies 
This term is neglected in the following since both a, and & / p ,  are assumed to be much smaller 
than unity, while u, and urnare of the same order. 
Notice that 
Pm = ije - ag (Pe - Pg )  7 
so that  p,, -pl ~e -agpl. Assuming the liquid phase to be incompressible, with reference density pa 
(i-e.,po = pu), we can now adopt the Boussinesq approximation replacing p, by po in all terins but 
the gravity one. This approximation is routinely applied in thermal problems with temperature 
differences as high as 20" C (in water), so that one can expect it to hold for values of a, leading 
to the same magnitude of density change, i.e., a, < 10V2. 
The resulting balance equations are, thus, 
which are indeed very simple but as shown above follow from the two-fluid model under reasonable 
hypotheses. The incompressibility condition for urngreatly simplifies the mathematical structure 
-C ALA * . l \ i l ~ ~ l l : l l  nl  nnn;  nnl LTnrr;nv Ctnlrncr c r t v ~ ~ n t ~ ~ r nU l  b l l G  I J l U LJlGl l l ,  .LCab U l 1 1 1 ~  b l l C  LlCbL3L3lLCLl 1 Y 1GL-LJ U U l l b ~ 3 ~3LJL UbU U l b .  --ALI ,-,-CLn This is a Sig,"lifc2nt ad:~a:ltage 
with respect to (9)-(lo), which contain derivatives of p, (and thus of a,) resulting in a strong 
coupling with the mass balance equation for the gas. Well-poseclness results for the coupled system 
(i.e., without the quasi-incompressibility, Boussinesq approximation) do not exist, moreover in 
simplified one-dimensional cases it can be shown that the system is ill-posed , at least conditionally 
(see Drew & Passman (1998) and Song & Ishii (2001)). 
We stress that up to this point only an ensemble average so as to homogenize the phases and 
define phase-related average quantities such as the volume fraction a k ,  has been performed. This 
does not necessarily imply that all turbulent fluctuations have been averaged and we are dealing 
with a RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) formulation. This is best understood in terms 
of' volume averages such as those discussed by Ganesan & Poirier (1990) and Ni & Beckerniann 
(1991). It is immediate that to get the average equations for each phase, (3)-(4), only the spatial 
scales of the order of the bubble-to-bubble spacing Lbb (and smaller) need to be averaged. If there 
exist turbulence scales much larger than Lbb, as generally occurs in bubble plumes at  environmental 
scale, these can be kept to be modeled later (or solved directly). In terms of temporal averages, 
on the other hand, the averaging window only needs to be greater than the typical gaslliquid 
intermittence time scale, which may be much smaller than the large-eddy time scale. 
We thus assume that Tm in (14) contains just the contributions of the laminar deviatoric stresses 
of each phase and of the turbulent fluctuations at scales smaller than or eclual to some specified 
length LC which is greater than Lh6. This "hierarchical" averaging approach appears intuitive 
when there exist turbulent length scales much larger than Lbb and is discussed to some extent by 
Besnard & Harlow (1988). It underlies some classical approaches to multiphase flow formulations 
(see, e.g., the book by Soo, 1990) and one can easily conceive a "conditional" ensemble-averaging 
procedure that leads to the same result. 
By contrast, the work of Drew & Passman (1998) and of Carrica et a1 (1998,1999) assumes that 
the ensemble-averaging process encompasses all fluctuating scales, so that a RANS formulation is 
obtained after a single averaging step. L6pez de Bertodano (1998) argues that otherwise a second 
averaging procedure is needed to get a RANS formulation, which would lead to a more involved 
momentum equation for each phase. 
In dilute bubbly flows the main difference between the two approaches concerns the mass balance 
equation for the gas. Let us denote by ( . ) the Reynolds averaging operator of the large turbulent 
scales that persist after the application of the operator (.) because their length scale is greater 
than LC.Let us denote by m, the mass concentration of gas, defined as the mass of gas by unit 
volume of the mixture, rng = a,%. The Reynolds-averaged mass balance equation for the gas is 
thus, 
-
at 
a (m,) + di?~((m,) (a,)) = (I?,) - div ((m,ag) - (mg) ( Q )  (15) 
This ecluation is also obtained if ( . ) is a LES filter instead of a Reynolds average. The simplest 
closure assumption is a gradient approximation with a gas diffusivity tensor D,, which leads to 
We insist in that the last term of this equation only models the gas dispersion due to the turbulent 
scales larger than LC,which persist after applying the (.) operator. In particular, for the single- 
average approach the last term is lion-existent. In any case, the dispersion by turbulence at scales 
that ore averaged by the (-)appears in the momentvm equation for the gas as a turbulent dispersion 
jorce (or as a drijt velocity correction in the formulations of Simonin & Viollet (1988,1994) and 
Mudde & Simonin (1999)). 
Moraga et a1 (2001) recently performed an assessment of models for the turbulent dispersion. They 
pointed out that, in fact, when the dominant forces are drag, buoyancy and turbulent dispersion 
both approaches (with single or double average) are equivalent. Remarkably, DNS results only 
exist for this drag-turbulence dominated case (Druzhinin & Elghobashi, 1998), and experimental 
data accurate enough to distinguish between the two approaches in problems with significant 
virtual-mass effects are not available. 
From the numerical viewpoint, if turbulent dispersion is dealt with in the mass ecluation for the 
gas, as i11 (16), it is quite simple to treat it in a backward-Euler manner, which is much more stable 
than the usual forward-Euler treatment. This is also feasible in the single-average approach, but 
much more involved (Kunz et al, 1998). 
Since it is numerically convenient, equivalent to the single-average approach in all cases for which 
reliable data exist, and physically sound, v e  hzve adopted the double-zverage spproach in this 
work. Except very close to the diffuser, the bubbles Stokes number in environmental-scale bubble 
plumes are extremely small, so that one would expect no significant differences between both 
approaches in our cases of interest. 
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by the algebraic relation (12). We still need to introduce a turbulent closure, and equations for 
(%), I?, and D,. There exist many alternatives to do this. Our approach here is to produce a 
CFD formulation that mimics the integral model of Wiiest et a1 (1992), so as to compare the two 
codes. Other possibilities are pointed out along the presentation, but their assessment is left for 
future work. 
2 .2  Adopted CFD formulation 
Standard Reynolds-averaging is applied to the mixture equations (13)-(14), adopting a k - t 
model for the turbulence closure. The mixture stress tensor T, is assumed much smaller than 
the Reynolds stresses arising from the second averaging process, and is neglected. The pressure 
is modified as p, = p, + k to account for the spherical part of the Reynolds stresses. We omit 
hereafter all the averaging operators to simplify the notation. The final equations are 
div urn = 0 (17) 
-P 
durn 
o + po dio (u,, g u,,) + vpm - diu [PT (Vu,, + VTu,,)] - pmSk (18)dt 
where C, = 0.09. The equations for k and t, together with the treatment of wall laws, correspond 
to the standard model (see, e.g., the book by Wilcox (1998); our implementation is presented in 
Lew et a1 (2001)). No corrections for buoyancy effects or bubble-induced turbulence are performed. 
This certainly deserves a comment. Several corrections to the k - t equations to  account for 
the effect of bubbles have been proposed. A popular one is due to Sato et a1 (1981), who add 
1.2porbaglur,lto the eddy viscosity, where rb is the bubble radius. Typical values obtained for p~ 
are above 10 Pa-s, while usual values are rb = 2 x m, lu,,i = 0.3 m/s and a, < lop2. The 
correction would thus be smaller than l op2  Pa-s, which can clearly be neglected. 
Mudde & Silnonin (1999) applied a k- t model with quite elaborate corrections proposed by Viollet 
& Simonin (1994) to simulate the plume-wandering experiments of Becker et a1 (1994). Only after 
adding virtual-mass effects did they get agreement with the experimental data. However, the 3D 
simulations of Sokolichin & Eigenberger (1999) and of Borchers et a1 (1999) with the standard k - E  
model (and a constant bubble-slip velocity!) show excellent agreement. Similar agreement was 
also obtained by Pfleger et a1 (1999) with again the standard model but a drag law to calculate 
bubble-slip velocity. Smith (1998), on the other hand, concludes that the corrections of Viollet 
81 Simonin (1994) do bring some improvement, while those of Malin & Spalding (1984) lead to 
incorrect results. 
Overall one observes that, at least for bu,bble-plulme modeling, the two-phase turbulence closure 
controversy is far from settled. It is thus natural to start with the simplest model, as done by 
several other authors such as Grevet et a1 (1982), Woo et a1 (1990), Joo & Guthrie (1992), Hua 
& Wang (2000) and Morchain et a1 (2000). 
2.3  Gas-phase model 
The gas-phase model of Wiiest et a1 (1992) is quite simple. No bubble coalescence or breakup is 
accounted for, so that the (averaged) number of bubbles per unit volume Nb satisfies 
a _ !  

-d t  + div (Nbufg) = div (DgVNa) 
and the bubbles are assumed to have a unimodal size distribution. Breakup and coalescence terms 
that can be added on the right-hand side of this equation have been developed by Wlillies et a1 
(1996) and later simplified and validated against more than 2000 experimental data by Millies & 
Mewes (1999). Bubble sizes are expected to be "sheared down" near the diffuser (Hinze, 1955), 
with little coalescence farther above it, as observed by Tekeli & Maxwell (1978). This will however 
be the subject of future research. 
The model also assumes a bubble-slip velocity that only depends on the bubble radius, i.e., 
4474y x ~ 6 1 . ~ ' ~  0 < r b  < 7 x 10-~rnif 
if < rb 5 5.1 x 1 0 - ~ ~ (21)uJg= u, + w6(rb)k, with ul6 = 0.237 7 x 1 0 - ~ ~  
4.2027 x r,0.547if r b  > 5.1 x ~ O - ~ r n  
where rb is expressed in meters. The velocity law is a fit to data presented by Haberinan & Morton 
(1954), a thorough presentation of terminal velocities of bubbles in water can be found in the book 
by Clift et a1 (1978). The alternative is to solve a momentum balance equation for the bubbles, 
accounting for the forces exerted by the liquid such as drag, lift, virtual mass, etc. This is not 
expected to prod~lce large differences in the cases analyzed herein because plumes are free shear 
flows, with little dynamic effects on the pressure. The lift force could have an effect, inducing 
non-vertical slip velocities, but the net effect of usual models of the lift force (see, e.g., Drew & 
Passman, 1998) would be similar to that of turbulent dispersion. 
Turning now to the dispersion coefficient D,, we have adopted the isotropic model (so that Dg 
becomes a scalar) proposed by Carrica et a,l (1998), 
with the Schmidt number for the gas Scg taken equal to one. Moraga et a1 (2001) recommend 
0.83 for very small bubbles (small Stokes numbers), but it is expected to increase for larger ones. 
More sophisticated models for the dispersion coefficient are discussed by Loth (2000,2001), but 
an assessment of their consequences in plume modeling is left for future work. For large-scale 
plumes the bubble-slip velocity lu,,l far above the diffuser may be significant as compared to the 
characteristic eddy velocity u,l. This causes the bubbles to leave the fluid eddies because of the 
relative motion and not because the eddy itself breaks apart. This phenomenon, referred to as 
crossing-trajectory e$ect, was analyzed by Wells & Stock (1983), Wang & Stock (1993) and Stock 
(1996), and leads to a decreased and anisotropic turbulent dispersion. 
Finally, the gas concentration equations are introduced. They are elementary modifications of 
(16) to account for air as a binary mixture. 
We consider the gas to consist basically of two species, gaseous nitrogen and gaseous oxygen, and 
we introduce the molar concentrations CNand Co, defined as the number of moles of each gas per 
umit ?iolu,rne of mixtu,re. The following relations are elementary (R is the universal gas constant, 
8.314 J/mol-K, Tg is the absolute gas temperature, assumed known, MNand Mo refer to the 
molecular weights of N2,28 kg/ltmol, and Oz,32 kg/kmol) 
The pressure of the gas is assumed to obey pog(H +Ha- z ), where H is the maximum depth, Ha 
the atmospheric head, and 2 the vertical coordinate measured from the point of maximum depth. 
Surface tension effects are thus not modeled in the present version, but could easily be added. It 
is urilikely that non-hydrostatic effects be significant in any environmental plume, b ~ l t  would not 
represent a major difficulty either. 
Mass balance of each species thus decomposes (16) into 
where Soand SNare mass source terms that arise from the chemical interaction (dissolution) of the 
gas in the surrounding fluid, to be discussed in the next subsection. Notice that MoSo+MNSN= 
(r,) and MoCo + MNCN = (mg) ,SO that (16) is recovered by adding up (25) and (26), each 
multiplied by the corresponding molecular weight. 
From Nb9 CO and CN the bubble volume vb is readily obtained, 
2.4 Liquid chemistry model 
We describe here the water chemistry model used by Wiiest et  a1 (1992), slightly modified so 
as to  account for oxygen demand. The water chemical variables are the molar concentrations of 
dissolved oxygen, Cdo, and dissolved nitrogen, CdN, together with the biochemical oxygen demand 
modeled as a scalar field, L. The units of CdO ancl CdN are mol per cubic meter of mixture, which 
is about the same as moi per cubic meter of liquid since the gas fraction is assumed small. The 
units of L are kg per cubic meter of mixture. 
The balance equations are 
where we, the mean liquid velocity, is assumed equal to the mixture velocity u,, and just one 
turbulent Schmidt number for the liquid's chemistry has been used, See (usually 0.83). The 
constants K1 and K3 are given by Chapra (1997). We have taken lcl = 3.47 x s-l, 1h = 
6.94 x s-l. 
The source of dissolved oxygen depends on the exchange with gaseous oxygen, So,and on the 
biochemical demand L following 
SdO= -SO- -L1.G (31)M o  
wliile for nitrogen just the gas-liquid exchange was considered, i.e., 
The gaseous exchange is here discussed for oxygen, the case of nitrogen being analogous. It is 
clear that the net exchange is So = AbFo, where Ab is the interfacial area density and Fo the 
mean molar surface flux of oxygen, defined positive when flowing from liquid to gas. A typical 
model for Fo is Fo = h,(CdO - CdO,l), where h, is the mass transfer coefficient and CdO,l is 
the concentration of dissolved oxygen at the gas-liquid interface. Assuming local thermodynamic 
equilibrium at  the interface, CdO,l = I(Opo, with KOthe Henry's constant and po the partial 
pressure of oxygen inside the bubble, po =pgCo/(Co +CN). The assumption that the gas inside 
the bubble has uniform oxygen concentration is implicit in the previous model. 
Assuming bubbles to be spherical and of uniform size at each point, Ab= ( ~ ~ T ) + v $ N ~ ,and from 
(27) lvb = (CO+ CN ) R T ~ / ( P ~V ~ ) ,SO that Ab= (36r/vb)~ R T ~(cO+ cN) /pg .  The identity, again 
for spheres, (36n/vb); = 3/rb leads to the final expressions, for oxygen and nitrogen, 
where the mass transfer coefficient hm is assumed to be the same for both species. It is expressed 
as a function of the bubble radius, varying linearly between zero (for ri, = 0) and 4 x m/s 
(for ri, = 6.67 x l om4m) and leveling off at that value for larger bubbles. We reSer to Wiiest et 
a1 (1992) for further details. Values for Henry's constant at 20°C are talien as KO = 1.3516 mol 
1n-3 bar-' and i j N  = 0.6788 mol m-3 bar-'. 
3 Numerical implementation 
The numerical implementation of the CFD moclel is performed with finite elements. Bilinear 
interpolation is used in the simulations discussed here. The equations are advanced in time 
clecolnposing the time step into several substeps, as follows: 
I. Pressure gradient projection: We are using an equal order formulation stabilized by 
pressure gradient projection, which has been proposed by Codina & Blasco (1997,2000) and 
thoroughly discussed by Buscaglia et a1 (2000) and Codina et  a1 (2001). The first step needed 
is the orthogonal projection of the pressure gradient onto the velocity interpolation space. 
This is accomplished using the lumped mass matrix. 
2. Navier-Stokes system: With the calculated projected pressure gradient and the turbulent 
viscosity and effective density from the previous time step, the system (17)-(18) is solved with 
a backward-Euler scheme. The convection term is linearized in the usual way, po(u: V)u:+'. 
The SUPGmethod is used as upwinding technique for the convection terms in all substeps. 
4 
3. 	k -t system: The standard equations for k and E are solved using the already computed ve- 
locity field. The specific ilnplenientatioli, i11 particular concerning the treatment of spurious 
negative values of the variables, can be found in the article by Lew e t  0.1 (2001). 
4. 	Bubbles' slip velocity evaluation: Using (27), with Co, CN and Nb from the previous 
time step, the bubble radius is calculated and the bubbles' slip velocity wb evaluated at all 
nodes of the mesh. 
5. Gaseous concentrations variables: Computing the gas velocity as u, = u,, + k wb, the 
equations for Nb (20), Co (25) and CN (26) are advanced in time, with the source terms 
evaluated at the previous time step. The remaining terms are treated implicitly in time, 
with one exception: Let f be a gas variable, then, since u,, is not necessarily solenoidal, there 
appears a tern1 f d i v  u,. This term is treated either implicitly or explicitly depending on 
whether d i v  u.,is positive or negative, respectively; and the condition is applied pointwise 
through the Gaussian-points do-loop. Significant stability and robustness was gained with 
this simple trick. 
6. 	Liquid chemistry variables: Finally, equations (28)-(30) are advanced in time. Though 
updated values of Co, CN and Nb are available, the sources (33)-(34) are computed with 
values frozen at  the previous time step, so that they are consistent with those used at the 
previous substep and (31)-(32) hold exactly. This makes the algorithm globally conservative. 
Integral equations 
An integral model is readily obtained from the model introduced before after some definitions and 
approximations. 
Let S(z)  be a horizontal surface at distance x from the bottom, with n the unit upward normal. 
The horizontal extent of the domain is assumed infinite and the flow is assumed to be in its steady 
state. Let m(z) be the volumetric flux, m(z) = Ss(z)u,, . ndS, and M(z)  the momentum flux, 
"(4= Sscz,Iu, . nI2dS. From m and h/lwe can d e f i n e  a plume width as b(x) = m ( z ) / ( ~ r ~ )  
and a plume vertical velocity as w(z) = Dllrn. The buoyancy force in the section S(t)is further 
defined as 
(35) 
Finally, the volumetric flux per unit length p,(t) entrained by the plume from the surrounding 
liquid is used to define an entrainment coefficient as a(x)  = pe(z)/(27ib(~)w(z)),SO that by 
integrating (17) over S(z)  one gets 
This entrainment coefficient turns out to be fitimes the usual one. 
To obtain the momentum equation it is assumed that the pressure is hydrostatic and that the 
effect of the turbulent normal stresses can be neglected, yielding 
This equation uses the approximation 
which relies on neglecting dynamic pressure effects and axial turbulent diffusion of momentum. 
Let us now define the molar currents 
and the entrainment plus integrated source terms 
where the subscript a refers to ambient values of the concentrations of dissolved gases (the ambient 
is assumed to contain no bubbles). Integrating (25), (26), (28) and (29) over S(x),  considering 
steady state flow and neglecting vertical diffusive effects one gets 
Except for (38), the previous equations are either definitions or exact relations. Now we introduce 
plume counterparts (underlined) of pointwise quantities, with the following definitions: 
where X is the ratio of the bubble-core width to the plume width and i-2 is the bubble release 
rate. We assume for simplicity that L is spatially uniform. The integral model keeps the balance 
equations (36), (37), (44) and (45), approximating the source terms with 
where the exchange terms are defined by (31)-(34) but evaluated with the plume-averaged quan- 
tities. The previous approximations provide the closu,re relations to the integral model, supple- 
mented by the assumption that a and X do not depend on z and can be given empirically-based 
values. 
5 Numerical results 
5.1 Description of the tests 
The simulations reported here are performed at prototype scale, for the case of WIcCook Reservoir 
in Chicago, Illinois. For. a 100-year storiii the water depth in McCook reservoir is expected to be of 
77 m. Atmospheric air is injected at the bottom through a circle of diameter 65 cm, with a molar 
composition of 21 % oxygen and 79 % nitrogen, at a volumetric rate Q, (at the bottom pressure). 
Ambient concentrations are 1mglliter of dissolved oxygen and 0.28 mglliter of dissolved nitrogen. 
The biochemical oxygen demand is taken as 30 mglliter. Typical conditions are Q,= 1.2  liter/s, 
with a bubble radius of 2.5 mm, but simulations under other conditions have also been performed. 
The CFD simulations consider axisymmetric conditions, so that a 2D mesh of 8000 bilinear quadri- 
laterals is adopted. This mesh is called COARSE mesh, the minimum element sizes are A r  = 14 
mm and AZ = 32 mm (see Fig. 1).The FINE mesh used in the convergence study is obtained by 
dividing each quadrilateral into four, so that the grid size is halved. 
The domain extends horizontally up to a radius of 100 m, which is large enough for finite-size 
effects to be negligible (the downwards counterflow a,t the exterior boundary has a velocity of 0.4 
mm/s, less than 0.3 % of the plume's velocity). Symmetry conditions were imposed at  the artificial 
vertical boundary. The same was done at  the top boundary for the liquid phase, while for the 
gas phase the top surface is an outflow boundary. The logarithmic smooth-wall law was imposed 
at the bottom. Since we are analyzing processes in the plume's vicinity, simulations were run for 
about 3000 seconds of simulated time (time steps used were in the range 1-4 s), for which all the 
near-plume variables are stable. The full estal~lishment of the far-field flow for this geometry takes 
more than ten times that value, but the plume's quantities discussed here are not affected. 
The ID  simulations with the integral model are automatically steady. The Froucle number at the 
plume's origin was adjusted to 1.6, as suggested by Wuest et  a1 (1992). The empirical coefficients 
were assigned the values oc = 0.11 and X = 0.8, as recommended by the same authors, except 
where it is stated otherwise. 
5.2  Sample CFD results 
Let us briefly overview some sample CFD results at nominal conditions Q,= 1.2 literls, inlet 
bubble radius of 2.5 mm. In Fig. 2 the velocity field is depicted. The conical shape of the plume 
is evident, up to a depth of about 15 m ( z  = 52 m) where the effect of the surface becomes 
significant and lateral spreading begins. This surface-affected depth (about 25 % of total depth) 
is in agreement with observations by Ditmars & Cederwall (1974). 
Figure 3 depicts some CFD results concerning the gaseous phase. In part (a) of the figure the 
volume fraction a, is shown. Practically all the plume has a, < a posteriori validating 
the quasi-incompressibility assumption and the Ute -. u, assumption made while deriving the 
model. Part (b) shows the bubble radius, which is fairly constant throughout the plume because 
mass transfer effects approximately cancel out with compressibility effects (see Bombardelli e t  
al, 2001). Near the surface, however, compressibility eventually governs the gas density and the 
bubbles' radius is seen to grow more significantly. In part (c) the molar fraction of oxygen in 
the bubbles' gas is shown. The simulation predicts that the gas leaving from the surface (which 
in fact is only 11% of the injected gas) is largely oxygen-depleted to about 6%. Notice also the 
horizontal gradients in the gas composition; this affects the partial pressure of each species inside 
the bubbles and thus the mass transfer at the interface (see Eqs. 33 and 34). 
To check grid-independence of the results a run with the same nominal conditions was run with 
mesh FINE, which has 200 x 160 quadrilaterals and half the mesh size of the previous run. In 
Fig. 4 we show comparisons of the results obtained with both meshes along the centerline. Not 
only good agreement is found in the velocity and oxygen concentration, but also in the turbulent 
---".:-Llnn( 7 "  a - A  ,.\ T-
\ l ~ L I C C V I C D  allu C j .  111 the same figurz the rzsil!ts at t = 2000 s are shcv'v'r,, proving th2 Steadiacss 
of the flow variables at  the plume. 
5.3 Comparison of results of CFD and ID  codes 
Most important concerning aeration plumes are global parameters such as the fraction of the 
injected air that dissolves in the water and the so-called gas holdup, defined as the amount of gas 
present in the water column at each given instant. For plumes with inlet bubble radius of 2.5 mm 
these quantities are plotted as functions of Q,in Fig. 5. In part (a) we compare the fraction of air 
dissolved (FAD) as calculated with the CFD code to that obtained with the ID model described 
in Section 4. A quite good agreement is observed over the whole range 0.1-3 literls. The decrease 
in FAD with Q,is due to the smaller residence time of each bubble in the water column, due to 
the increase in the liquid's velocity with Q,. This is coherently predicted by both models. For 
Q,> 2 the FAD in the CFD results tends to level off, while the 1D results keep decreasing with 
Q,, but both results differ by less than a few percents so that this discrepancy was not further 
studied. In part (b) a similar comparison is shown for oxygen and nitrogen holdups, with good 
agreement. 
From the CFD results one can evaluate an equivalent plume liquid's velocity from the definition 
w(z) = z.However, since the radial profiles of the vertical component of' u,,are almost exactly 
. . 
Gaussian, we use the approximation w(z) -- $u,,(r = 0, z) .k, which is exact for Gaussian velocity 
profiles. We compare the functions w (z) obtained in this way to those predicted by the 1D model 
in Fig. 6 (a), for Q, = 0.3, 1.2 and 3.0 literls. The agreement is quite good except in two regions: 
The first few meters and near the surface. The latter is natural, since w must go to zero at the free 
surface but this is not accounted for in the 1D model. The discrepancies in the first few meters, 
on the other hand, are explained by the different flow geometries near the diffuser assumed by 
the two models. As explained by Wiiest et a1 (1992) the ID  model imposes an initial Froude 
number that implies a non-zero liquid mass flow rate at the diflu,ser. This is not modeled by the 
boundary condition of the CFD run. Bombardelli et a1 (2001) show that this only affects the 
plume's variables locally, in the first few meters above the diffuser. 
In Fig. 6 (b) we compare predictions of the CFD and 1D models for bubbles' radius variations 
with z. The CFD result shown is the bubble-flux-weighted horizontal mean 
The ID plot simply corresponds to ra(z). One observes that the r b  predicted by the CFD model is 
larger than that from the 1D model. This difference must be regarded as a discrepancy between 
the models. However, it is not observed to be larger than 5-10 % for the cases analyzed. 
5.4 Entrainment coefficient 
The entrainment coefficient was evaluated from (36), calculating the plume's volumetric flux, 
momentum flux, width and velocity according to their definitions (see second paragraph of Section 
4). This is shown for a particular case (Q,= 1.2 literls) in Fig. 7, but the behavior is quite the 
same in all the runs made. The values are of the order of 0.1, decreasing from the diffuser upwards. 
Notice that the analysis was carried out between z = 15 m and z = 45 rn,where no effects of the 
bottom wall or of the free surface is noticeable. 
Milgram (1983) obtained quite similar values in his experiments in a 50-m deep reservoir with 
Q, = 4.1 liter/s (a! - 0.085, after multiplying his values by fi because of a difference in the 
definition of a). Milgram measured entrainments coefficients that increased with z, contrary to 
our CFD results, but most of his data are at extremely high gas flow rates. The data of Fannelop 
& Sjoen as analyzed by Milgram (1983) also exhibit entrainment coefficients that agree with 
our CFD results. For Q, = 2.5 liter/s they obtained a -- 0.1, increasing up to  n = 0.14 for 
Q, = 12 literls. Remarkably, their data also show entrainment coefficients that decrease with 2, 
particularly for the lower flow rates. Other available values of a! also fall in the range 0.07-0.12, 
such as those of Ditmars & Cederwall (1974) and those of Tekeli & Maxwell (1978). Eiltrainnient 
coefficients obtained from the CFD code are thus in reasonable agreement with experimental data, 
notwithstanding the simplicity of the turbulent model employed. 
Since the radial profiles of a, and of the vertical component of u,, are almost exactly Gaussian, 
it is easy to evaluate X(z) from the CFD results as simply the ratio of the two widths. As shown 
in Fig. 7, a fairly constant X of approximately 0.7 is obtained. This is in agreement with the 
values reported by Milgram (1983) and by Tekeli & Maxwell (1978). Notice that, following the 
~.ecommenclatiolisof Wiiest e t  u,1 (1992), the 1D code in tile previous scctioll was rull with X = 0.8, 
while the CFD assessment suggests a value of 0.7. The 1D results depend however very weakly on 
A, and changing it from 0.8 to 0.7 would not noticeably affect the results of the previous section. 
Changes in the holdup, for example, are smaller than 0.1 %. 
5 .5  CFD-based assessment of approximations in ID model 
In Section 4 we have identified the approximations involved in the 1D model. Two of them where 
addressed before, since they concerned the constancy of cx and X over the depth and the possibiiity 
of assigning them empirical values. 
We will assess here some of the remaining ones, given by (38), (55) and (56). The rest of the 
approximations are expected to obey the same behavior. Once more we concentrate on the case 
Q, = 1.2 liter/s, and define the following relative error measures (which are functions of z): 
The ratio of dynamic pressure effects and of turbulent vertical transport of momentum to buoyancy 
is estirnatecl by E(p), while the errors involved in the approximations (55) and (56) are given by 
E(B)and E(Qo),  respectively. All the quantities appearing in the error measures were calculated 
from the CFD results following their respective definitions, taking X = 0.7. The results of the 1D 
model for the same case are not used at all in this assessment. 
-.In Fig. 8 we show the approximation errors between x = 10 m and z = 50 m. 'l'he dynamic 
pressure gradient and the turbulent transport of momentum are smaller than 4 percent of the 
buoyancy term, so that little or no effect is to be expected from considering them in (37). The 
approximations (55) and (56) needed as closure of the 1D model, on the other hand, involve errors 
that are quite homogeneously distributed with x and of about 10 percent. 
Conclusions 
In this article we have derived a multidimensional mathematical model for dilute bubbly two- 
phase plumes from the two-fluid model equations. The necessary approximations were discussed 
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and later shown to hold in some cases of interest. The closure relations, in particular concerning 
Reynolds stresses and turbulent dispersion of the bubbles, were taken from simple models that 
are reasonable in view of the present knowledge on the subject. 
Further on, a mass transfer niodel was presented that coincides with that of the integral model 
proposed by Wiiest et al (1992). By coupling this model to the aforementioned two-phase flow 
model a CFD version of the 1D model was obtained. The derivation of the ID model from the 
CFD one was presented in detail and the necessary additional approximations identified. 
A set of runs was performed for the conditions of a cleep, biochemically active reservoir with a 
single, isolated plume using both the 1D and CFD codes. By direct comparison good agreement 
between both models is observed for the most relevant variables such as gas dissolution rates, gas 
holdup, liquid's velocity and bubbles' radius. In addition, the entrainment coefficient derived from 
the CFD results was shown to be consistent with available experimental results. The same was 
shown for the ratio of the bubbly core width to the plume width. Finally, the approximations 
inherent in integral models were assessed using the CFD results, proving them to hold within a 
few percents of relative accuracy. 
Our objective has been to present a fully consistent picture of 1D and CFD models for bubble 
pluines through both mathematical derivation and direct comparison of numerical results. From 
the good agreement, CFD models can be seen as natural extensions of integral models which 
have been developed and experimentally verified by the environmental fluid dynamics community 
over the years. This extension of ID models to CFD ones is obviously necessary to address many 
technologically relevant phenomena, such as plume-plume interactions and plumes confined within 
complex boundaries or immersed in complex crossflows. 
We believe that significant understanding of two-phase flow models can be gained by analyzing 
bubble plumes. Several controversial aspects that were signaled in Section 3 can be assessed by 
suitably modifying the formulation presented in this paper and selecting appropriate experimental 
databases for comparison. This is proposed for future work, together with the pending issue of 
devising a reliable methodology to deal with the suspended solids that are inevitably associated 
with wastewater resulting from combined-sewer-overflows. 
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Figure 1: Mesh used in calculations a t  reservoir's scale. 
Figure 2: Velocity field u, obtained with the CFD code. Q, = 1.2 liter/s and rb = 2.5 mm at 
the inlet. (a) Velocity vectors and a few selected streamlines. (b) Equispaced velocity-modulus 
contours, contour interval is 0.02 m/s. The maximum of u,,l over the domain is 0.425 m/s. 
Figure 3: Results of the CFD code for the gaseous phase variables. (a) Volume fraction a,. (b) 
Bubble radius in mm (only calculated where Nb > 10 bubbles/m3). (c) Molar fraction of oxygen 
in the gas. 
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Figure 4: A comparison of the numerical results obtained using meshes FINE and COARSE, for 
instants t = 2000 s and t = 3000 s, so as to check grid-independence and steadiness of the solution. 
We plot, as functions of 2, the following variables along the centerline: (a) Vertical liquid velocity, 
(b) gaseous oxygen concentration, (c) k ,  (d) 6.  
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Figure 5: Comparison of global parameters obtained from the CFD and 1D results. (a) Fraction 
of the injected gas that dissolves in the plume. (b) Gas holdup, discriminated by species. Both 
as functions of Q,. 
Figure 6: Comparison of vertical profiles of (a) mean liquid velocity (denoted by w in the text) 
and (b) mean bubble radius, for several values of Q,. 
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Figure 7: Vaiues of a and X as obtained from the CFD results, as functions of z ,  for the simulation 
with Q,= 1.2  liter/s. 
Figure 8: CFD-based assessment of the approximations made in integral models. Shown are E(p) ,  
E (B ) and E ( Q o )  as functions of z.  The definitions can be found in ( 60 ) - ( 62 ) .  
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Abstract 
The hydrodynamics of bubble plumes in non-stratified environments is addressed, with 
special emphasis on model-to-prototype scaling procedures. An intrinsic length scale is 
deduced from both an integral plume model and a simplified two-fluid model. The natural 
velocity scale is shown to be the bubble slip velocity. In terms of scaled variables, 
remarlable collapse of available experimental data is achieved. Consequences in the design 
of experimental bubble plumes are discussed. 
1 Introduction 
Environment a1 concern is motivating the construction of large wastewater reservoirs, so that  
during large storms water treatment plants can operate in  batch mode without releasing 
untreated water to  the environment. One such project is the Chicagoland Tunnel and Reservoir 
Plan (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chicago District), comprising two reservoirs (McCook and 
Thornton) t o  store combined stormwater and raw sewage during big floods. To prevent the 
combined sewage in  the reservoir from becoming anoxic, bubble plumes will induce mixing and 
aerate the water column. 
The  literature on buoyant plumes is far from scarce. A thorough review of single-phase plumes 
was undertaken by Cheii and Rodi (1980). Regarding bubble plumes, Milgram (1983) compared 
his experimental results to  those of previous studies, combining the discussion with a n  integral 
theory for bubble plumes. Further details of phase distribution and velocity a t  laboratory scale 
were contributed by Sun and Faeth (1986a, 1986b). The  effect of stratification was the  subject 
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of the experimental-t heoret ical work by McDougall (1978), later extended by Schladow (1992), 
Asaeda and Imberger (1993) and Lemckert and Imberger (1993), with some emphasis on the 
effectiveness of the plumes as dest ratifying sys tems. 
The aforementioned works do not consider the effect of mass transfer at the bubbles' interfaces. 
However, in aeration bubble plumes mass transfer is from the start not expected to be negligible. 
In addition, simulations conducted with a model proposed by Wiiest et al. (1992) show that 
mass transfer effects can be as important as compressibility ones. 
Questions thus appear concerning mass transfer phenomena, which depend on the detailed flow 
and dissolved gas concentration in the immediate vicinity of the gas-liquid interface. In this 
regard, the illstaiitaneous shape of the bubbles, their size distribution, and the "structure" of the 
dispersion by turbulent eddies (Loth, 2000) are expected to have a significant influence. Further 
physical experimentation and model development are required for the reliable assessment and 
optimization of aeration devices for large reservoirs. 
This article is concerned with model-to-prototype scaling, and its purpose is to help in the 
design of future experiments and in the analysis of measured data. Specifically, we show the 
existence of an intrinsic length D that scales all lengths in a bubble plume (except very close to 
the diffuser). We deduce this length both from the integral plume model of Wuest et a1 (1992) 
and from a simplified two-fluid model. We then use it to reanalyze previous experimental data 
and elaborate on the consequences regarding model-to-prototype scaling. 
Integral plume model 
The basic equations for the mass and momentum balance in a non-stratified steady bubble 
plume, following the model of Wuest et a1 (1992) are 
where 
,u = n-b2 w : volume flux of plume water 
M = ?T b2 w2: momentum flux of plume water 
b : plume radius, of which a fraction X is assumed to contain bubbles (bubbly core) 
w : liquid velocity in the plume 
a : entrainment coefficient 
p, : water density 
p, : plume bubble-water mixture density, p, = (1 - lig) p, + V,p,, where I/, is the volume 
fraction of gas in the mixture and pg is the density of the gas 
x : vertical coordinate, with the origin set at the diffuser. 
The model (1)-(2) assumes top-hat distributions for all the fields (velocity, gas fraction, etc.), 
but very similar equations are obtained assuming Gaussian distributions (Milgram, 1983). In 
fact, Wiiest et a1 (1992) take an entrainment coefficient which is 4times the standard one. 
This is equivalent to assuming that the radial profile of the vertical velocity is Gaussian. Also, 
the adopted model neglects the volume and momentum carried by the gaseous phase, so that 
Vg is implicitly assumed to be lower than about 1%. 
Let N be the number of (spherical) bubbles that cross a section of the plume per unit time; then 
Qg(z), the volumetric gas flow rate at height z, is given by Q,(z) = 413 7r r3 N,where r is the 
bubble radius, assumed uniform across the section. Conservation of the number of bubbles, if 
breakup and coalescence are neglected, simply implies that N is a constant, equal to the number 
of bubbles released at the diffuser per unit time, so that Qg (t)implies r and vice versa. Dividing 
by the cross-sectional area of the bubbly plume core and by the bubble velocity gives Vg, 
where wb is the bubble slip velocity (relative velocity of the bubbles with respect to the liquid). 
Combining this equation with the definition of V, and making use of p, << p, the system 
becomes 
or, in flux variables and defining f (z) = QS (x)/Qg (0), 
In the general case 
and to determine ~ ( z )  the transport equations for dissolved oxygen and nitrogen must be 
integrated. Moreover, both the dissolution rate and the bubble slip velocity depend on the 
bubble radius, so that the full model is quite involved. We refer to Wiiest et a1 (1992) for a 
detailed description. Let us consider two particular cases of f (x): 
(a) When there is no mass transfer, as considered by Milgram (1983), compressibility effects 
lead to 
where h,, is the atmospheric pressure head and H the reservoir's depth. 
(b) If the bubble radius is constant, f (z) = 1. This is a particular case of (8) when 
H << ha (shallow reservoir), but also, and more importantly, this case arises when mass 
transfer balances compressibility effects, as is shown below to happen under some plausible 
conditions in McCook reservoir. 
The system of nonlinear ODES (6)-(7), assuming that Qg(z) (or, equivalently, f ( z ) )is known, 
and that wb and a are constant, is supplemented by the initial conditions 
We end this section with the anticipated results showing the effect of mass transfer on r (x)/r (0). 
The simulated conditions are those of an isolated diffuser at H= 77 m injecting Q,(0)=0.0012 
m3/s of air into ambient water containing 1mg of dissolved oxygen per liter. The results of the 
full model of Wiiest et a1 (1992) are shown in Fig. 1, for several values of r(0). As the initial 
radiues is reduced, deviations from the no-mass-transfer case increase because of the increased 
specific surface area of smaller bubbles. In fact, for r(0) in the range 2.5 mm - 5 mm, the 
assumption of a constant bubble column is quite acceptable, especially for x 5 0.8 H. Also, in 
the range 0.7 mm < r < 5 mm it can be assumed that wb is a constant (about 0.23 m/s 
according to Wiiest et al, 1992). 
Scaling of the integral plume equations 
Let us use wb as velocity scale, and as length scale the following 
which imply the non-dimensional variables (with hats): 
This turns (6)- (7), under the assumption f (x) = 1,into 
which contains no parameters, so that in scaled variables the solution depends just on the initial 
conditions, which read (scaling the plume width with D) 
It is convenient to recast these initial conditions into more familiar quantities. They can be 
deduced from the initial non-dimensional plume width,  60, and the initial densimetric 
Froude number,  F'Q, where tlie definition of Fr and its relation to scaled variables are (for 
The asymptotic power-law solution to (12) is 
2 -3 
>> 1)= i@(i>> 1)= - 2 2 ,  ~ ( 23 
so that b ( i  >> 1) = 2ab/@ = (4a/3) i and G ( i  >> 1) = Q/@= (312)2 -^l12 (not ice the 
difference in exponents from those of simple plumes, Fischer et a1 (1979)). This result is however 
of limited use, since D is usually quite large (see Table 1)so that i >> 1may not hold anywhere in 
the bubble column. Nevertheless, the asymptotic Froude number, Fr (2 >> 1)= (equal 
to 1.73 for standard values X=0.8, a=0.1, Milgram, 1983), is approached quite rapidly. Wiiest 
et a1 (1992) suggest that realistic values for Fro are between 0.75 and 1.7, the larger values 
corresponding to open-source conditions (diffuser at some distance above the bed). Figure 
2(a) shows numerically-obtained plots of Fr(i)  for a wide range of initial conditions, namely 
combinations of go= 0.013, 0.13 and 0.26 (for McCook reservoir the corresponding diffuser sizes 
would be 0.09, 0.9 and 1.8 m, respectively), Fro = 0.75, 1.25 and 1.75. The curves show an 
initial constant behavior, in which the inlet condition prevails, and then collapse into a single 
curve that evolves towards the asymptotic value. Take for example the three curves with Fro 
= 1.25. The one corresponding to i0=0.013 (run 11) remains constant up to i 2 5.8 x 
(point A in Fig. 2(a)), whereas the runs with io=0.13 and 0.26 (V and VIII) cross Fr = 1.30 
at i 2 6.2 x and i r 1.2 x low1, respectively (points B and C in Fig. 2(a)). Clearly, D 
is the right scale for x large enough, but not for the initial region of the plume, which as we 
see is characterized by an adjustment of the densimetric Froude number. In Fig. 2(b) we show 
the sarne plots of Fig. 2(a) but with x/bo as abscissa. The curves with the same Fro practically 
collapse, and all of them show that the initial stage ends at x 2 10 bo. Also notice that the 
curves do not coincide for large x with z/bo as abscissa. 
For x > 10bo the plume is however not completely developed. In Fig. 3(a) we show plots of 
CI as f~~nc t ion  The following discussion is focused on CI because it is the most sensitive f 2. 
variable with respect to initial conditions. By fitting the results of several runs (more than those 
displayed) we have identified an improved asymptotic solution for t& that holds for 2 > 5, that is 
so that we will denote x > 5D as the asymptotic region of the plume. Notice however that runs 
There exists, finally, an intermediate regiofi that lies between z E 10bo and 2 E 5 0  ( i i n l ~ c c-***"""l 
D < 2bo, i.e., bo > 0.5). In this intermediate region the solution has not reached the asymptotic 
behavior, but much of the dependence on the initial conditions has already decayed. Specifically, 
the initial Froude number plays no role for x > l o b o ,  but plumes with different values of bo/D 
do show discrepancies. Take for example i=l in Fig. 3(a), the runs with &o=0.013 (I, I1 and 111) 
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have &= 0.99, while those with g0=0.13 (IV, V and VI) have ?ir= 0.77 and those with b0=0.26 
(VII, VIII and IX) have ?ir= 0.65. The diffuser size, scaled with D ,  is thus the proper scaling 
parameter in this region. 
To summarize, the length D given by (9) and the bubble slip velocity have been identified as 
tlie correct scales for the integral plume equations when the bubble radius does not change 
significantly from the diffuser to the free surface. For z greater than 5 D (asymptotic region) 
scaled variables follow asymptotic solutions that contain no non-dimensional parameter. Near 
tlie diffuser there is an initial flow-establishment region in which the detailed flow in the 
neighborhood of the diffuser determines the plume structure. However, for z greater than about 
5 diffuser diameters only the diffuser size appears as having a significant effect, and the ratio 
bo / D  emerges as the governing parameter. 
Scaling from a simplified two-fluid model 
Consider the following simplified two-fluid model (with G and p the liquid's velocity and pressure, 
respectively) 
du' 
P W - + P W ( ~ . V ) G - ~ ~ V ~ G + V ~d t  = [ p w - ~g (P W - Pg)I P (14) 

div G = 0 (15) 

dVg+diV[(Z+Gb)d t  v,] = 0 (I6) 

which is expected to be valid for dilute flows, since the gas fraction only affects the liquid's 
-
momentum equation (14) through the buoyancy term. In particular, we consider zi& = wbk with 
the slip velocity assumed vertical of a known magnitude, wb. We assume (14)-(16) to hold in a 
cavity with homogeneous boundary conditions for the liquid's velocity, in whicli a certain amount 
of gas is injected through a circular part C of the boundary of radius bo. The inlet gas flow 
rate, whicli we denote by Q, (0) as before, is then fully determined by the boundary condition 
for V, on C through the relation Qg(0) = a b i  wb Vg. Let us now introduce the following scales 
for length, velocity and gas fraction, respectively: 
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Using these scales in (14)- (16), with scaled variables denoted with a tilde on top, one gets 
du' 1 - -
-+(s.o)$---v2.i;+Qp = & Z
at" R ~ L  
which is a set of scaled equations that, assuming ReL (=pwwbL/pW) sufficiently large for viscous 
effects to be negligible, contains no non-dimensional parameter. Notice that the length scale L 
is essentially the same as the length D introduced before, except for the entrainment coefficient 
that obviously only appears upon transversal integration of the equations. 
The simple calculations above strengthen the arguments in the previous section on the role of 
D as characteristic length scale, at least for those flows for which the simplified model (14)- 
(16) applies (at least approximately). Such flows, as mentioned, must be dilute. A second 
requirement is that the integral length of the turbulence be much larger than the bubble size, so 
that the averaging that defines Vg can be performed before addressing (if at all) the turbulent 
closure (Besnard and Harlow, 1988). This condition is satisfied by practically all bubble plumes 
at environmental scale, in which in addition the bubble slip velocity has experimentally been 
proven to be fairly constant (Tekeli and Maxwell, 1978). 
Notice, in addition, that the length scale L (or alternatively D )  and the velocity scale U 
automatically induce the turbulent kinetic energy scale u2 and the dissipation scale u3/L. 
Thus, for the same non-dimensional position x/L in the plume, k should be rather insensitive 
to variations in Qg (O) ,  while E sliould be inversely proportional to Qg(0). 
Reanalysis of previous experimental data 
In the article by Milgram (1983) several experimental data sets are reviewed. We focus here 
on two sets of experiments, those of Milgram at Bugg Spring, which is a natural sinkhole with 
a depth of 50 m; and those of Fannelop & Sjoen, conducted in a laboratory basin having a 
depth of 10 m. We disregard the third set of experiments reviewed by Milgram, due to Milgram 
& Van Houten. The laboratory tank used for those experiments was 3.66 m. Milgram (1983) 
showed that, unlike the other two datasets, Milgram & Van Houten7s results have a significant 
fraction of the momentum flux carried by the turbulence, an effect that has not been considered 
in our analysis. In fact, for environmental bubbly flows the fraction of momentum carried by the 
turbulence is expected to be negligible (Milgram, 1983), as happens in environmental thermal 
plumes (Fischer et al, 1979). 
Notice, from Table 1, that none of the experiments has H ID  > 5, so that the plumes are not in 
the asyi~lptotic region and thus their structure may depend on the diffuser size. It is nevertheless 
interesting to plot the liquid's velocity data using the scaling proposed in the previous sections, 
and compare the plot to that obtained using the standard x/H scaling. Since the experimental 
data show Gaussian velocity profiles we take w equal to half of the maximum velocity, because 
this is consistent with w = M / p  that was assumed when deducing the integral plume equations 
that lead to (13). This is done in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), in which we take cr = 0.1 and wb = 0.3 
m/s (Milgram, 1983). It is clear from Fig. 4(a) that D is a much more appropriate length 
scale than H. All the plumes considered roughly follow the same behavior as functions of x/D, 
and tend to the asymptotic function (13). Also notice that differences arise in some cases near 
the free surface, which we attribute to compressibility effects that have been neglected in the 
derivation of the scaling procedure. 
Two plumes with very different conditions such as Bugg Spring-1 and Bugg Spring-4, which at 
mid-height (2- 25.8 m) have centerline liquid velocities of 0.477 m/s and 1.188 m/s, respectively, 
follow remarkably well a common curve when the abscissa is z/D. This does not happen if the 
abscissa is x /H  (see Fig. 4(b)), or x/(h,, + H),or x/bo (all Bugg Spring experiments have the 
same H , ha and bo). 
Though it is possible to obtain good fits of each of the curves in Fig. 4(a) by numerically solving 
(13)-(14), such an analysis will not be pursued since it becomes a matter of adjusting initial 
conditions that are not known precisely. The lack of dependence of G on x/D for small values 
of t / D  in experiments Fannelop & Sjoen - 2, 3 and 4 (Fig. 4(a)) is indeed reminiscent of the 
analogous curves in Fig. 3 (a) for Fro = 1.75 (runs 111, VI and IX). 
6 Discussion 
In what concerns the mathematical modeling of bubble plumes, mass transfer incorporates a 
whole set of additional equations that are nonlinearly coupled to the hydrodynamics of the flow. 
This can only be accounted for using a complex model such as that proposed by Wuest et 
a1 (1992), which is a transversally-integrated plume model. A refinement along the same line 
collsists of coupling the physico-chemical model to some CFD solver, which will be reported in 
the near future. 
Considering the uncertainties inherent to any environmental flow, incorporating mass transfer 
effects in the modeling of plumes that have mainly a mixing purpose is not justified. Such 
plumes are designed as artificial destratifying systems, so as to weaken the water column for 
wind to  be able to mix it. Since only a small fraction of the injected gas dissolves, the analyses 
of McDougall (1978), Schladow (1992), Asaeda and Imberger (1993) and Lemckert and Imberger 
(1993) are applicable, and as shown below it is possible to relate the plume parameterizations 
from those authors to the scaling introduced in this article. 
Given a plume at prototype scale, the depth of the diffuser defines a range for 2, 0 < 2 < HID.  
An experiment that attempts to model the whole prototype must thus have the same HID ,  and 
thus the same number MH of Asaeda and Imberger (1993), which is just MH = DIH.  The 
main effect of compressibility is accounted for by calculating D with Qg(0),the volumetric  flow 
rate u t  the  difluser. 
Bubble expansion during rise, which for the model (6)-(7) materializes as some f (x) # 1, must 
be considered in combination with mass transfer effects. If mass  transfer  i s  negligible, then f (x) 
satisfies, rewriting (8), 
1 
and the model thus involves the non-dimensional parameter D l  (h, +H ) ,  which is the number 
M advanced first by McDougall (1978) and later used by Schladow (1992). 
Our analysis, as it puts forward D as a length scale which leads to the parameter-free initial 
value problem ( lo ) ,  also shows how to design an experiment to simulate just a portion of a 
prototype (as for example to model the impact of a bubble plume on sediment resuspension 
from the bed, in which case only the lower part of the prototype is involved). Assume that a 
tank of depth Hmis used to model the bottom portion, of thickness Hp,of a reservoir which has 
total depth Ht (the case Hp= Ht is included as a particular case). The flow rate at the difluser 
in the model, Q,, must equal Qp Hm/Hp, where Qp stands for the flow rate at the difluser in 
the prototype. 
Allow us to turn the previous argument around: In a tank of fixed depth Hmas one increases 
the model flow rate Q,, the model-to-prototype flow-length ratio increases as Qm/Qp SO that 
one has better correspondence between model and prototype. At the same time, the increased 
resolution is at the expense of representing a smaller portion, Hp= Hm/(Qm/Qp), of the vertical 
extent of the prototype plume. 
Care rnust be taken to have the same bubble slip velocity in nod el and prototype (similar bubble 
size), and to scale the diffuser size with the length scale of the model, Dm,  except when Hm/Dm 
is ~nuch greater than five. 
When Hm/Hpis very small, several scale effects appear. First, the high-Reynolds-number 
condition may not hold and viscous stresses become significant. Perhaps more constraining 
for coarse-bubble diffusers is the bubble-turbulence interaction similarity. The length scale is 
reduced in the model but the velocity scale is the same, since bubbles of the same size have the 
same terminal velocity. As a consequence, the characteristic eddy time rCE 4?/uf, where u' is a 
characteristic velocity fluctuation and 4? is a typical eddy size, may be smaller in the model than 
in the prototype. This affects the Stokes number, St = rP/rc(rpis the bubble-entrainment time 
by the turbulence and mainly depends on bubble size), which in environmental plumes is usually 
well below unity. If St in the model is not below about 0.1 the bubble-turbulence interaction 
will not be properly represented [7]. 
7 Concluding remarks 
The hydrodynamics of bubble plumes in non-stratified environments has been addressed with 
special emphasis on model-to-prototype scaling procedures. Based on mathematical plume 
models, an intrinsic length D = was identified such that, in terms of i z/D,g Q~(0)/ (47ra2wb3) = 
scaled plume variables (with wb as velocity scale and D as length scale) exhibit quasi-universal 
distributions sufficiently far away from the diffuser and from the free surface. Close to the 
diffuser (x< 5 0 )  the ratio bo/D is a governing parameter and must thus be preserved between 
model and prototype for adequate scaling. Hydrostatic expansion effects introduce the additional 
parameter ( h , ,+N)ID ,  but in aeration bubble plumes mass transfer may cancel out this effect, 
except very close to the surface. 
A final remark is in order. We by no means imply that the integral plume model or the simplified 
two-fluid model used in this article are undisputed. Indeed, some of the assumptions implicit in 
these models may not liold, and quantitative predictions based on them may prove inaccurate. 
We however expect that the scaling procedures implied by these models do hold, since the basic 
pliysical phenomena are considered. 
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Experiment H (m) Qg(0) (m3 1s) D (m) H I D  1 
Bugg Spring-1 50 4.11x10-~ 11.9 4.21 
Bugg Spring-2 50 2.02x10-~ 58.4 0.86 
Bugg Spring-3 50 4.85x10-~ 140.1 0.36 
Bugg Spring-4 50 0.101 292.1 0.17 
FannelopkSjoen-1 10 2.54x10-~ 7.35 1.36 
FannelopkSj oen-2 10 5.08~10-"4.69 0.68 
Fa:inelop&Sj oen-3 10 7 . 6 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~22.04 0.45 
FannelopkSj oen-4 10 1.12x10-~ 32.47 0.31 
Vicksburg-1 9.54 2.96x10-~ 0.86 11.1 
Vicksburg-2 9.54 1.61~10-" 4.66 2.05 
Vicksburg-3 9.54 3.38x10-~ 9.77 0.98 
Vicksburg-4 9.54 7.28x10-~ 21.0 0.45 
Egan Quarry 12.0 1.02~10-"9.4 0.41 
McCook (projected) 77 I . ~ x ~ o - ~  3.47 22.2 
Table 1: Values of H, Qg(0),D and H I D  for several datasets, assuming a slip velocity of 0.3 m/s 
and an  entrainment coefficient of 0.1. Bugg-Spring and FannelopkSjoen datasets were taken 
from Milgram (1983), and are reanalyzed in Section 5. Vicksburg and Egan Quarry experimental 
coiiditions taken from Johnson et a1 (2000), and the projected variables for McCook reservoir 
taken from Robertson (2000), are also included for comparison. 
Figure captions 
Fig. 1: Variation of the bubble radius with height for different initial bubble radii, as obtained 
with the model of Wiiest et al. (1992). Also shown is the no-mass-transfer case. Simulated 
conditions correspo~ld to McCook reservoir. 
Fig. 2: (a) Numerically-obtained values of the densimetric Froude number as a function of the 
non-dimensional height x/D.(b) Numerically-obtained values of the densimetric Froude number 
as a function of x/bo. 
Fig. 3: Velocity distribution in the vertical for the different runs. 
Fig. 4: (a) Data compiled by Milgram (1983) plotted vs. x /D  and compared to the asymptotic 
solution. (b) The same data plotted vs. x/H. 
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Figure 1:Variation of the bubble radius with height for different initial bubble radii, as obtained 
with the model of Wiiest et al. (1992). Also shown is the no-mass-transfer case. Simulated 
conditions correspond to McCook reservoir. 
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Figure 2: (a) Numerically-obt ained values of the densimetric Froude number as a function of 
the non-dimensional height x /D .  (b) Numerically-obtained values of the densimetric Froude 
number as a function of x/bo .  
Figure 3: Velocity distribution in the vertical for the different runs. 
Figure 4: (a) Data compiled by Milgram (1983) plotted vs. z /D and compared to the asymptotic 
solution. (b) The same data plotted vs. z / H .  
APPENDIX 3 

The code BUBBLES, developed at the University of Illinois, is provided in 
a diskette together with the input files corresponding to Test 2 by Milgram. It 
runs in a PC. The purpose of this Appendix is to provide a brief accounting of the 
variables involved in the computations (this is not a manual). 
The model requires 5 input files: 
1) 	 bub.dat, which includes geometric parameters (water depth (ZS), radius of 
the initial plume(BO)), plume parameters (initial bubble velocity (WO), initial 
concentrations of gaseous and dissolved oxygen and nitrogen (AMOO, AMNO, 
COO, CNO) and initial temperature(TO)), the initial bubble radius (ARO) and 
the number of bubbles released by the diffuser (NBUB). The ratio of spread 
of voids to momentum (LAMBDA) and the entrainment coefficient (ALFA) are 
also needed. Numerical parameters, such as the spatial resolution (DZ)and 
the tolerance (TOL) in the iterations need to be provided. Figure A3.1 
presents a version of that file. 
2) Ambco.dat, which has the ambient concentration of dissolved oxygen at 
different heights. 
3) Ambcn.dat, which includes the ambient concentration of dissolved nitrogen at 
different heights. 
4) Ambtemp.dat, which gives the ambient water temperature at different heights. 
5) AmbsoLdat, which has the ambient concentration of dissolved solids at 
different heights. 
The number of heights does not need to be the same for the above variables. 
As said in the body of the report, the initial variables must satisfy the value 
of the bottom airflow rate and an initial value of the densimetric Froude number 
equal to 1.6. This is done iteratively in a spreadsheet, which is not shown here. 
The outputs of the model are: plume velocity (W), plume width (B) and 
temperature (T), dissolved solids contents (S), bubble radius (AR), 
concentrations of gaseous and dissolved oxygen and nitrogen (AMO, AMN, CO, 
CN), the gas fraction (VG), fluxes of volume (Y(I)), momentum (Y(2)) and gases, 
as a function of the vertical coordinate. Also, the program computes the 
percentage of oxygen and nitrogen that the bubbles have at different heights 
above the diffuser. 
The model has the capability of turning on (IGASTRA=I) and off 
(IGASTRA=O) the mass transfer from gaseous to dissolved phases which, as 
shown, allowed for the comparison with previous models. The oxygen and 
nitrogen transfer rates are also computed. 
* BASIC PARAMETERS: 
ALFA ( - )  LAMBDA ( - )  
0.11DO 0.8DO 
IPRIN NLEV MAXITER 
1 49999 2000 
NDATEMP NDASOL NDACO NDACN 
5 5 5 5 
Dz (M) TOL 
1.OD-3 1.OD-4 
* SOME AMBIENT CONDITIONS VARIABLES: 
ROAVE (KG/M~) 	 PS (BAR) zs (M) 

1000.ODO 1013.OD-3 50.ODO 

* INITIAL CONDITIONS: 
BO (M) wo (M/S) TO ( 0 C )  
0.325DO 1.035DO 20.ODO 
SO ( % . )  COO (MOL/M~) CNO (MOL/M~) 
0.OD0 0.01DO 0.01DO 
AM00 (MOL/M~) AMNO )(MOL/M~ 

3.83708DO 14.43473DO 

ARO (M) NBUB 

2.5D-3 308877.0DO 

IMETHOD IGASTRA 

2 1 

AIRF (M~/s) 

2.053-2 

AL (G/M3) AK1 (l/SEC) 

O.ODO 3.47D-6 

Figure A3 -1: Input file "bub.datN 
